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II. A description of Smë'niy and 'Gèliy Arabic 

The Samä'nah are a fully settled tribe living in the oasis of Gatyah in the 
district of Blr al'Abd in the northwest of Sinai. They are reported to have been 
one of the oldest tribes to settle in the north of Sinai following the coming of 
the tribes which emigrated from the Säm (i.e. approximately today's Syria): the 
Biyyädiyyah, Axârsah and 'Agäylah.67S 

The Samä'nah may have originally settled in Sinai, but a large number of 
them moved to Egypt proper. Their presence in the Sarqiyyah, in Manûfiyyah, 
and in Upper Egypt is reported, but most of the Samä'nah who came to Egypt 
from Sinai now live in the district of Fâgûs and alHasaniyyah in the Sarqiyyah, 
where they number over 50,000 souls.679 

The majority of those who did not move away from Sinai today live in 
the Gatyah oasis, where they number an estimated 5,000680, and where they are 
neighbours of the Biyyädiyyah (to their north and east), the Axârsah (to their 
northwest), and the 'Agäylah (to their west). 

I was told by a notable Smë'niy that the Samä'nah are originally from the 
Higâz6îl, but later emigrated from atTûr, the mountainous region in southern 
Sinai682, to where they are now. This information was only given as a fleeting 
remark, but we shall see that there are a number of distinctive dialectal features 
shared with the dialect of the Gbäliyyah (who live in central south Sinai, around 
St. Catherine's Monastery) described in NISHIO (1992), which underlines the 
significance of this remark. 

People interviewed for this study are members of the Hasäsnah6S2 family 
living in alGanäyin, in the southern part of Gatyah. 

The 'Agäylah are reported to be living today in the villages of alHmësah, 
Naqld, adDab', asSöhat, alKarämah, and Blr alKtêb, all near the northern coast 
of Sinai.684 Speakers of 'Gëliy who were interviewed for this study all lived in 
adDab' . 

678 Cf. ATTAYYIB (1993), pp. 600-4. Unfortunately, BAILEY (1985) does not date the arrival of 
the Samä'nah. 

6 7 9 Cf. ATTAYYIB (1993), pp. 600-4. 
680 xhe estimate of 5,000 souls in Gatyah is from one of my Biyyâfiy informants. 
68 ' Most tribes in Sinai claim this. 
6 8 2 Bilâd atTûr "the Land of the Mountain" is used with reference to southern Sinai in general, 

cf. E.I., p. 625. 
6 8 3 Their sëx is Hsën 'Iliy Abu Hassûn, cf., ATTAYYIB (1993), p. 601. 
6 8 4 Cf. ATTAYYIB (1993), pp. 612-3. 
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Because of the relevance of SaA for the dialect of the eastern 

Sarqiyyah6S5, quite a number of references will be made to ABUL FADL (1961), 

WOIDICH (1979, 1980), and BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985a, 1985b, 1988, 1994) to 

illustrate observed differences between, and similarities of these dialects. 

1. Phonology. 

1.1.1. 

plosive affricate fricative nasal lateral trill semi vowel 

V vl V vi V Vl V vl V vl V vl V vl 

bilabial b m w 

labio-dental ƒ 
interdental d t 

emphatic d 

alveolar d t z s n / r 

emphatic t (l) s ƒ (r) 
postalveolar 8 s 

palatal y 

velar 8 k 8 X 

emphatic k 

uvular (q) 
pharyngeal ( h 

glottal (') h 

voiced, vl = voiceless 

685 There is, for instance, a village with the name isSama'na (i.e. asSamâ'nah), the (original) 
inhabitants of which are members of our tribe. Cf. ABUL FADL (1961), village nr. 92 on p. 
12, and pp. 132-5 for a text from this village, and ATTAYYIB (1993). p. 602, who reports 
that the Samä'nah who were the first to settle there are of a Smë'niy family by the name of 
alHilwât. - A family by the name of il'Awämrah is reported to have settled in the 
Sarqiyyah as well, and this may well be in the village bearing the same name, the dialect of 
which is described in WOIDICH (1979. 1980) and also ATTAYYIB (1993), ibid. Another 
possibility is that these 'Awämrah form a sub-group of the Salâtnah of the 'Ayâydah, cf. 
BAILEY/SHMUELI (1977), p. 31. They may also be a sub-group of the Mawâlkah clan (of 
the Biyyâdyyah), of whom ATTAYYIB (1993), p. 607 reports that they are settled in 
Samâkln alóarb and alHasaniyyah in the Sarqiyyah. 
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The inventory of consonantal phonemes of SaA and 'AgA is almost 
identical with that of group I, but a minimal pair may be found in SaA lêuk "to 
you (m. sg.)" - lék "to you (f. sg.)", and a minimal pair for 'AgA may be found 
in mi'uk "with you (m. sg.) - mi'k "with you (f. sg.)", which yields the 
additional phoneme Ikl in these dialects686 (for more detail cf. II, 3.1.12.2.). 

1.1.2. 
Reflexes of *t and *d are interdental rand J respectively: atar "tracks", 

ydharit "he ploughs", mäxid "having taken", dahab "gold". These reflexes are 
found in 'AgA and in the speech of the older generation of SaA speakers. In the 
speech of the younger generations of SaA speakers, however, t and d are being 
replaced by t and d. For example, where a sixty year old Smê'niy said danayy 
ittjntên "my (two) ears", his forty-four year old son said danayy and itnên, 
although still aware of the difference, but the twelve year old grandson (who 
turned out to be going to school in Râb'ah, i.e. in Biyyädiy territory, where the 
dialect of group III is spoken) was unaware that there even was a difference. The 
grandfather commented with respect to the treatment of d and t that his speech 
was more 'urfiy, or "traditional". 

Like in all bedouin dialects in northern Sinai researched so far, the reflex 
for *d and *d is d in both SaA and 'AgA: dwad "rooms", dull "remaining", and 
this is also true for younger speakers of Sa A, who may have lost plain 
interdentals, but still pronounce this merged emphatic interdental (cf. situation 
in group III). 

In SaA and 'AgA "this (m. sg.)" is häda ['haeiöu]. 

In K-forms: talat marâkiz "three centres", masalan "for instance", ki'da "thus", 
izkän "if", mazün "official authorized to perform Muslim marriages", bardu 

"also", niäm "system", mazbüt "correct" (but also ydabbit "set" in 'AgA). 

1.1.3. 
Like in group I, e.g.: sag "market", diglg "flour", kbär "old (pi.)", 

sakklnih "knife". 

686 The superscript " of the m. sg. pron. suffix -k preceded by C or v should not be interpreted 
as a vowel, but is merely a device to indicate the strong degree of liprounding 
accompanying the articulation of this k. 
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In azZa'azV "Zaqäziq (name of a town in the Delta)" *q had a ' reflex, 
and a k reflex in katal "he killed", q for *q was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

1.1.4. 

| is the regular reflex for *g; z was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

1.1.5. 

Glottalization of t was only heard in one instance in SaA. 

1.1.6. 

In SaA: sa'al, yas'al (also 'AgA); ir'iy; râs, rûs (also 'AgA); fâs, fus; yäkul 
(also 'AgA); 'èlih; sdyif; mëfih; wakkal, ywakkil; (elicited) mâdanih, and 
additionally: mèxir "back pole in a tent" ('AgA). 

alangar, alard (though more often al'ard), ld-halu "to his family", b 
ataru "with his tracks". 

SaA and 'AgA forms: 'dsa(h), sdma(h), fsta(h), bëda(h), sdmra(h), dni (~ 
am in 'AgA), bi'ddna, mdsa, rdma. 

1.1.7. 

The situation is basically like in group I, e.g. (forms recorded in SaA and 
'AgA unless indicated otherwise): gâl, ddra, grab (only SaA), ktßr, (sg. firn) 

f ran (only SaA), dgrab (pi. of girbah), but rikbih, drkab637, drä', zrä'ah, mihrät, 
and grayyib (only SaA), mayyih #, ragil, tab. 

1.1.8. 

A minimal pair isolating / and ƒ as phonemes was not recorded in SaA and 
'AgA; walla "or" and wallah "by God" sound the same to my ears. A minimal 
pair isolating r and r as phonemes was not recorded either. 
Examples in SaA and 'AgA (unless indicated otherwise): när, dar, xyâr (only 
SaA), gär,fuxxär (only SaA), xbdr "news" (only 'AgA), but no velarization in 
'ârif 'ârfin, bikârig, sàrib.fâris, mbâriy (only SaA), midâris (only SaA), wârid 
(only 'AgA), sâri' (only 'AgA), ilbàrih "yesterday". 

1.1.9. 

Not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

687 Which contrasts with cirkab "mount!" also recorded in 'AgA. 
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1.1.10. 

Like in group I. 

1.2. Vowels. 

1.2.1. 

The inventory of vowel phonemes for SaA and 'AgA contains five long 
vowels, and three sort vowels: 
Long vowels: i ü short vowels: i u 

ë ó 

1.2.2.1. 
No phonetic overlapping of è and f was observed in SaA and 'AgA. 

1.2.2.2. 
Phonetic overlapping in neutral environments of ö and ü was not heard in 

SaA and 'AgA: dör "round" will be clearly distinguishable from dur "houses", 
and also ô in soda "black, bad (f. sg.)" and gôl "speaking", is clearly 
distinguishable from ü in usüd "lions" and gäl! "say!". 

Phonetic overlapping occurs in velarized environments: clear lowering 
could be heard in 'AgA Bälödah "name of a village (Pelusium)", ma'atub 
"guilty", maxarûg "pierced", 'ar'ùr "nape of the neck". And mâ'ôn (with a close 
[o:]) in 'AgA shows the lowering effect of ' on following it. 

1.2.2.3. 
Situation like in group I. The à in 'ârif is an open [a:]. 

1.2.2.4. 
Examples in SaA: babür "tractor", bitân "armpits", sigân "thighs". 

Examples in 'AgA: Balödah "name of a village (Pelusium)", gabdha "they 
brought her", drba' t-alâf "four thousand". 
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1.2.3.1. 
Minimal pairs in SaA: 

fût! "make fattah!" - fuît "I passed" - fan "he m&de. fattah" 
And sikkah "path" - sukkah "plough share" 

A near minimal pair in 'AgA: 

girbih "watersack" - gurb "kinship" 

1.2.3.2. 
In SaA: 'imy and 'irg "lame, limping", but gur', sufr, htimr. In 'AgA: sidf 

"left-handed", but turs "deaf", humr "red". 

Medial geminate verbs with primary emphalics in SaA: yhutt, ylutt, yxutt, 
yxudd. In 'AgA: ysubb, ybuss, yguss, yhutt. 

Medial geminate verbs with secondary emphatics in SaA: yxuss, yrudd, 
ysugg, ydugg, ykutt. In 'AgA: yçuzz, yxuss. 

Medial geminate verbs with i in neutral environments in SaA: yßtt, ymidd, ybiss, 
yniss, y hiss, y hill', ysidd, ysidd, y'itt, yliff, y tiff, ysimm, ylimm. In 'AgA: ylimm ~ 
ylumm. 

Puzzling examples in SaA are yhubb and y'udd, although one could 
imagine b in the first example to constitute enough of a labial environment for « 
to appear. The same holds for m in the last example ylumm in 'AgA. 

1.2.3.3. 
In SaA measure 4 verbs are ysinn "wait" and yxiff "thin out (of 

seedlings)", and yhimm "be important", y gill "reduce" was recorded in 'AgA. 

The instability of k with respect to its influence on the short high vowel 
was noticed in 'AgA as well. The same speaker (!) said fikk! and fukk! "set 
free I". 

For morphologically fixed vowels in other verb measures, cf. II, 3.2. 

In 'AgA ykibb was recorded. 
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1.2.3.4.1. 
The situation is basically like in group I, but in Sa A wd'AgA a number of 

instances were recorded where HI had a realization close to [u]. These instances 
occurred where the 2nd p. m. sg. pron. suffix was involved, e.g. in SaA: 
bitsâbiigk "she races you", and in 'AgA: hurmüPk "your wife", sugliituk "yours", 
tixabiituk "it (f. sg.) collides with you". 

1.2.3.4.2. 
Like in group I. 

1.2.3.4.3.1. 
Like in group I. 

1.2.3.4.3.2. 
In pre-stress syllables preceding i or ä, older *a has usually been raised to i 

in a neutral environment, or u in labial (and velarized) environments. Examples 
of *a preceding stressed I: kibir "large", kitjr "many", si'lr "barley", 'iglnih 
"dough", hidïdih "piece of iron", hillb "milk", silim "well, intact", girld "palm 
leaves", tuwll "long", but also safihih "tin", and in 'AgA katlr "much, many", 
ba'id "far", dagïg "flour". 

*a raised to i preceding stressed û: bikârig "coffee pots", dirâhim 
"money", zimän "in the old days". 

*a raised to u preceding stressed à in labial environments à: kumän "also", 
fuwâkih "fruits", Suwârkih (~ Siwârkih), "name of a tribe", suwûrib "lips". 
Examples where stress of ä is not primary: dirâhi'mkum "your (m. pi.) money", 
muwâtïr "pumps", muwâ'ïn "pots and pans" (for more detail cf. II, 3.1.1.5.). 

1.2.3.4.3.3. 
The situation is as described for group I, although more non-raised 

reflexes in neutral environments occur in context. Reflexes of final *-à(') 
however, are treated similarly in SaA and 'AgA (cf. II, 1.2.4.4.1.), although 
haswih # "pebble" was also recorded in 'AgA. 
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1.2.3.5. 

Like in group I, e.g. in SaA: iw ba'adën bitxudd. bitgûl6ss bèh ki'dih, 
lamma: rabbna subhâna w ta'âla ysawwi zibdih "and after that you churn. You 
do like this with it until our Lord - may He be praised - makes butter." 
iw min 'a lgä:d itrudd iggamal, itsidd iggamal tßni y'âwid. lammain taharit w 
itbattil tug'udlukyöm, xamis t-iyyâm, sitt t-iyyàm, 'ala hasab al'ard Uli 'induk 
"and from way over there you bring back the camel, you pull the camel again 
so that it goes back. Until you have ploughed and stopped you spend a day, five 
days, six days, depending on the land that you have." 

In 'AgA such instances were not recorded. 

1.2.4.1. 

Diphthongs *ay and *aw have monophthongal reflexes in all 
environments, i.e. irrespective of phonetic surroundings, e.g. in SaA and 'AgA: 
(for *ay) riglën "two legs", zèt "oil", èsal "of better breeding" (el. to asïl), 'ês 
"bread", xêl "horses", hét "wall", get "field", dëf "guest", wâstên "two middle 
poles (in a tent)", sëd "hunting", and (for *aw) zör "throat", tab "garment", yam 
"day", ödah "room", göl "speaking", söma'ah "silo", hôlih "cross-eyed", xôf 
"fear", and also (unstressed *ay > ë) in zëtûn "olives". 

Exceptions: mawgitd "present", and word-final as in tagray "you read", 
lay (< *layy) "to me", tfaddalaw "go ahead! (m. pi.)" (for verbal ending -aw in 
SaA and 'AgA, cf. Ill, 3.2.)'. 

Both i- and a-type imperfects of primae wàw verbs regularly have 
monophthongs, e.g. in SaA: ösal "I arrive", tölad "she gives birth", yôrid "he 
gets water" (also 'AgA), yözin "he weighs", nögid "we light", and in 'AgA: yögaf 
"he stands (still)", and yôrid "he goes to a water source" (cf. Ill, 3.2.2.1.). 

1.2.4.2. 

Minimal pairs in SaA and 'AgA: 

gó/"speaking" - gül! "say!" - gàl "he said" 

dën "debt" - din "religion" - dun "without" 

Cf. fn 530 to I, 3.2.2.4.1. 
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1.2.4.3. 
Allophones of läl are basically like in group I, but hdda without 

velarization. 

1.2.4.4.1. 
In SaA and 'AgA older final *-â(') has usually been raised in neutral 

environments to become -ih, but its raising is more regular in pause than in 
context, e.g. (examples recorded in SaA and 'AgA, unless indicated otherwise): 
mdsih "evening" (only SaA), li'sih "evening prayer", mêfik "cylindrical oven dug 
into the ground" (only SaA), walâyih "female relatives" (only SaA), ihnih 
"here", istih "winter", irsih "well rope", mi'drih "horn of a gazelle used as a 
beating hook in weaving" (only SaA), hölih "cross-eyed (f. sg.)", xdrsih "dumb 
(f, sg.)" (only SaA), tdrsih "deaf (f. sg.)", 'argih "lame, limping (f. sg.)" (only 
SaA), and verb forms ginih "we came", ramënih "we threw", gih "he came". 

Recorded dlmiy in SaA is best regarded as a B-form; "water" is more 
regularly mayyih in both SaA and 'AgA. 

"I" is dni (~ ani in 'AgA), and *-hâ and *-nä may be raised, mainly in 
pause, to become -hih and -nih respectively: 'yälhih if "her children", shâbnih 
"our friends". 

With the article stress remains where it is, e.g.: fi listih "in (the) winter", 
salât li'sih "evening prayer". 

1.2.4.4.3.1. 
Like in BA (cf. Ill, 1.2.4.4.3.1.), raising in SaA and 'AgA may occur in 

conformity with II, 1.2.3.4.3.3. Since reflexes of final *•&(') are never stressed, 
a glottal catch never follows. Often an A-like off-glide may be heard instead, as 
is the case with realizations of T, e.g. mëfih, istih, mi'zih. 

1.2.4.4.3.2. 
In SaA and 'AgA, like in group III, a in open syllable preceding reflexes of 

final *-d( ') is of no consequence to the presence or absence of raising of these 
reflexes, e.g.: ilmdsih "the evening", and verb form mdsi(h) "he went". 

1.2.4.4.4. 
The phonetic factor of (secondary) emphatics that will not allow raising 

of *-ä(') in BA is effective in SaA and 'AgA as well; no raising takes place 
where such consonants precede, e.g. (examples may be heard in SaA and 'AgA): 
ddrah "sorghum", xddrah "green (f. sg.)", hdmrah "red (f. sg.), bêdah "white (f. 
.sg.)", igtah "cover", gdr'ah "bald (f. sg.)", ilxdlah "the desert". In two instances 
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in SaA with preceding w no raising took place either: ilhâwah "the wind", 
innâwah "the fruit kernels". 

Some of the examples in SaA and 'AgA listed for group I are: wdra(h), 
râma(h), gâdah. 

N.B. In SaA and 'AgA one will hear gih "he came" (in all unsuffixed positions), 
a teniae infirmae verb in these dialects is ansa "I forget". 

1.2.4.4.5. 
The details given above lead to the conclusion for SaA and 'AgA that 

raising of final *-â(') has not led to full morphological restnictering of the base 
form, i.e. such raising still depends on a pausal position of the word in question, 
although the raised forms may (less regularly) also occur in context. 

1.2.4.4.6. 
No glottalization of raised or non-raised reflexes of final *-â(') occurs in 

SaA and 'AgA. 

1.2.4.4.7. 
In SaA and 'AgA no C3 =y imperfects of a-type verbs were recorded in 

pause. Several recorded perfects ending in -a did show raising. 
Final -a of häda may be raised in pause: ilwdlad hädih # "this boy". 

1.2.4.4.8. 
N.B. Like in BaA (cf. I, 1.2.4.4.8.), although the reflexes differ, SaA reflexes 
of older *-ly endings in plurals as in i'siy "sticks" (SaA and 'AgA, and suffixed 
i'slkum "your (m. pi.) sticks"), l'rhiy "hand-mills" (SaA and 'AgA), ilhiy 
"beards"(but (Iha, and suffixed ilhäna "our beards" in 'AgA), are kept separate 
from reflexes of older *-ä(') endings with their -ih reflex. 

1.2.4.4.9. 
In cases where suffixation is (grammatically) possible, all reflexes of 

older *-ä(') appear as -ä in SaA and 'AgA, and the rule described in I, 
1.2.4.4.9. holds for these dialects as well. Examples are: hawäk "your wish", 
gafäk "the nape of your neck", balwâh ~ balâh "his distress", warâk "behind 
you", and verb forms gâh "he came to him", waddâhin "he sent them (f. pi.)". 
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1.2.4.5.1. 
Like in group I. 
Although the reflex of *aw after emphatics is ö as well, ü preceded by an 

emphatic (e.g. xüx "peaches") still strikes me as a closer [o:] (which is perhaps 
phonetically more accurately described as a lowered [u:]689) than the reflex of 
*aw (e.g. xöf "fear", with [o:]) in such a position. 

1.2.4.5.2. 
Like in group I. 

1.2.4.5.3. 
Like in group I. 

1.2.4.6. 
In addition to the five long vowels, there are four diphthongs: word-final 

-ay, -aw, and word-final -iy and -uw. When i and u are anaptyctics these last two 

dipthongs may occur in all positions in the word. 

1.2.4.6.1.1. 
Reflexes of *ay and *aw in neutral environments in SaA and 'AgA are ë 

and ö respectively, cf. II, 1.2.4.1. 

1.2.4.6.1.2. 
Reflexes of *av and *aw in non-neutral environments are ê and ö as well, 

cf. II, 1.2.4.1. 

1.2.4.6.1.2.1. 
Cf. II, 1.2.4.1. 

1.2.4.6.1.2.2. 
Cf. II, 1.2.4.1. 

1.2.4.6.2.1. 
Word-final diphthongs -iy and -uw as reflexes of *-i and *-« occur in 

SaA and 'AgA as well. Like in BA and AxA (cf. Ill, 1.2.4.6.2.1.) these tend to be 
short in allegro style, e.g. iysawwi 'a dignu "he does (it) on his chin (i.e. spills 

it)" . 

689 In I.P.A the vowel will have a subscript sign to indicate lowering, which is not on my 
keyboard. 
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Diphthongs iy and uw resulting from anaptyxis occur regularly, e.g. Hmiy 

if "blind (c. pi.)", # iyhutt "he puts", and ginuw # "bunch of dates". 

1.2.4.6.2.2. 
A diphthong >iw that might have resulted from morphological patterning 

was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. Primae wâw verbs all have ô, as in (measure 
1) yôsal, and (measure 4) yögid "he lights" (cf. II, 3.2.2.1.). 

1.2.4.7. 
One instance recorded in SaA: iw min 'a lgâ:d itrudd iggamal "and from 

way over there you bring the camel back". None recorded in 'AgA. 

2. Stress and phonotactics. 

2.1.1. 
Stress in SaA and 'AgA is of the màktaba-typù. Rule order is the same as 

in group I. (Like in RA and SA, gahawah-forms such as yd'arfuw "they know" 
are special cases, cf. II, 2.1.2.4. and 2.2.1.4.). The rules for SaA and 'AgA are: 

1) Like in group I. 
2) The domain of stress is formed by the last four syllables, excluding the 

article, the verbal in- prefix, and the syllable preceding the -t infix, but 
including the suffixes. 

3) Stress is placed according to the criterion of quantity. 
4) The following types of "heavy" sequences occur: vCC(C), vC (including 

v(h)). 
5) The vowel of the first heavy sequence from the right is stressed. 
6) In the absence of a heavy sequence, stress the first syllable from the left. 

2.1.1.1. 

Examples of stress in SaA and 'AgA conforming to II, 2.1.1. 5): 
mdhfadatu "his wallet", mdtrahu "his place", ysâ'du "he helps him", siddu "pull 
it", fard "plough", tutulbûh "you (m. pi.) demand it (m. sg.)", 'asâh "stick", 
'agabatnl "she pleased me". 

Then there are the idiosyncratic forms 'agdbuk "he pleased you (m. sg.)", 
'agdbk "he pleased you (f. sg.)" (cf. II, 3.1.12.2.). 
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2.1.1.2.1. 
Stress in CaCaC(v) and CiCiC is regularly on the vowel of the first 

syllable in SaA and 'AgA. 

2.1.1.2.1.1. 
Examples of stress in CaCaC in SaA: sdnab "moustache", dwad "rooms", 

kdtal "he killed", ddrab "he hit", and the gahawah-forms sd'ar "hair", ndxal 
"palm trees", dhal "family". 

Examples in 'AgA: sdmak "fish", hdtab "firewood", hdrat "he ploughed", 
and gahawah-forms Idham "meat", fdham "coal". 

Examples of stress CaCaCv in SaA: rdgabah "neck", sdrnakah "fish 
(n.u.)", ddrabat "she hit", and gahawah-forms gahawah "coffee", dhamar 
"red", ydharit "he ploughs". 

Examples in cAgA: rdgabah "neck", kdtabat "she wrote", and gahawah-
forms ndxalah "palm tree", dxadar "green", téxató "she collides". 

2.1.1.2.1.2. 
Although Ca'CaCv stress is regular in SaA and rAgA, a few instances of 

CaCdC(v) were recorded, e.g. SaA: 'adds "lentils", labdn "milk", yahdmar "he 
roasts", and in 'AgA: ahdmar "red". 

2.1.1.2.1.3. 
Examples of stress in CaCaCaCv(C) in SaA: rdgabatu "his neck", 

sdmakatu "his fish (n.u.)", kdtabatu "she wrote it (m. sg.)", and the gahawah-
forms Idhamatu "his piece of meat". In 'AgA: kdtabatu "she wrote it (m. sg.)", 
and rdgabatak "your neck". 

2.1.1.2.1.4. 
Examples of stress in CiCiC in SaA: sirib "he drank", yîbis "it dried up", 

st'mi' "he heard". In 'AgA: 'irif'hs. knew", wzi7 "he descended". 

2.1.1.2.1.5. 
Although stress in CaCaC(v) and CiCiC does not vary as much as in group 

1, stress in CiCiC seems to point to an earlier stage where stress was CiCiC (or 
CaCiC), since the vowel in the first syllable is raised. However, it appears to 
have remained "underlying" lal, since it is not dropped in unstressed positions, 
not even in sandhi, e.g.: siribt "I drank", simi't "I heard" (cf. II, 3.2.1.1.). 
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2.1.1.2.1.6. 

A CaCaCV sequence is not resyllabicized in SaA and 'AgA. 

2.1.1.2.2.1. 

The restriction made for the article, the verbal in- prefix, and the syllable 
preceding the verbal -/ infix in rule 2) in II, 2.1.1., result in stress in iCCaCvC 
to be iCCdCvC in SaA: issdnab "the moustache", issâmak "the fish (coll.)", 
inkâtal, yinh'til "be killed", inmdla, yinmiliy "be filled", istdgal, yistigil "work", 
ittdfag, yittifig "agree", and gahawah-forms inndxal "the palmtrees", ilbdhar 
"the sea". 

In 'AgA: ilhdgar "the stone", ilxdsab "the wood", inxdzan, yinxizin "be 
stored", ixtdlaf, yixtilif "differ", and a gahawah-foim issd'ar "the hair". 

In a few instances however, the article was stressed in SaA: dlgimal, 
dlgibal, âlganam, dlbil (also recorded in 'AgA), and dlmiy. Such forms are best 
interpreted as B-forms; stress in the first three examples was more regularly 
ilgdmal, ilgdbal and ilgdnam, while ligmäl for "the camels" and ilmayyih "the 
water" are much more current in SaA (notice also that the article is il- rather 
than al-). 

Notice that the verbal forms of the patterns yinCiiC2iC3 and yiCitiCiiCj, 
have "underlying" la! in the second syllable, which may be concluded from the 
fact that the surface forms are not 'yiniCiCiiC?, and 'yiCyitC2iCi (cf. Ill, 
3.2.3.1.1.). 

2.1.1.2.2.2. 

In SaA the verbal preformative, or the article preceding a sequence 
CaCaCv(C), is not stressed in SaA and 'AgA, which is covered by rule 2) in II, 
2.1.1., e.g.: irrdgabah "the neck", issdmakah "the fish (n.u.)", ingdsalat "it (f. 
sg.) was washed", istdgalat "she worked", and gahawah-forms inndxalah "the 
palm tree", ilgdhawah "the coffee". 

Notice that stress in (C)dCCaCaCv is perfectly regular in SaA and 'AgA 
(in contrast with the situation in group I), provided that the stressed vowel is not 
part of the article or the verbal preformative, e.g. mdhfadatu "his wallet". 

2.1.2.1. 

Raised or non-raised reflexes of final *-d(') are not stressed in SaA and 

'AgA, e.g.: ddrah "sorghum", istih "winter", (gtah "cover", méfih "cylindrical 
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oven dug into the ground", bèdah "white (f. sg.)", holih "cross-eyed (f. sg.)", 
xdrsih "dumb (f. sg.)", fi Kstih "in (the) winter",/! Ixdla "in the desert", Iddra 

"the sorghum", salât li'sih "the evening prayer". 

2.1.2.2. 
Reflexes of final *-ïy (and *-?') are not stressed in SaA, e.g.: gt'niy "rich", 

sigiy "wretched", firry "dry", wtfi'y "saint", biriy "innocent". One example in 

'AgA: 'My "male given name". 

2.1.2.3. 
When the article precedes, stress remains where it is, e.g.: ilwi'liy "the 

saint", innibiy ~ inndbiy "the Prophet", although a few instances of anw7?iy were 

heard which are best interpreted as B-forms (notice also the a in the article). No 

such forms were recorded in 'AgA. 

Nisbah-endings are not stressed either, e.g. (SaA and 'AgA): Smê'niy 

"(member) of the Samâ'nah", bdëwiy "bedouin", but 'arabiyyih "car". 

Unsuffixed reflexes of *-f (or *-in) remain unstressed, e.g.: gäliy 

"expensive", tßniy "second", but when suffixed with consonsant-initial suffixes, 

the morphophonemic rule described in I, 2.1.2.3. applies in SaA and 'AgA as 

well, e.g. rd'lha "her master". 

Examples of verb forms in SaA: nisiy "he forgot", ligiy "he found", and 

when suffixed nisiha "he forgot her", and ligiha "he found her". An example in 

'AgA: yirmlha "he throws it (f. sg.)". 

2.1.2.4. 
Like in group I: ta'dmha "its (f. sg.) taste" (SaA), zayy ba'ddha "like each 

other" (SaA, 'AgA), tahdfi'k "under you" ('AgA), although there was one 

instance in 'AgA ddhirha "her back". 

Like in RA and SA of group I, stress is less predictable in byd'arfuw "they 

know", tdhartum "you (m. pi.) plough", ndhasdu "we harvest it (m. sg.)" (for 

more detail cf. II, 2.2.1.1.). No such verb forms were recorded in 'AgA, but a 

comparable nominal gdhawti "my coffee" was recorded. 

2.1.2.5. 
An example in SaA: bixdffifu "he thins it out". None were recorded in 

'AgA. 
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2.1.3.1. 

Instances of the prepostion min forming a single stress unit with a 
following word were not recorded in either SaA or 'AgA. 

2.1.3.2.1. 

Instances of the enclitically suffixed preposition 1+ suffix in SaA: tug'iid-

luk yam "you spend a day", and xäu'b-lak "having become engaged (for 
yourself)", bitkutt-lak "she throws for you". In 'AgA: ygûl-lu "he says to him". 

2.1.3.2.2. 
One instance of enclitically suffixed b + suffix recorded in SaA: 

marhabä-bkum "welcome to you (m. pi.)". None in 'AgA. 

2.2. Phonotactics 

2.2.1.1. 

The gahawah-syndrome is active in both nominals and verbs in SaA and 
'AgA. Examples are (from both dialects, unless indicated otherwise): ndxal 
"palm trees", âhal "family", tâhat "under", gahawah "coffee", md'anad 
"partition in tent", dxadar "green", maxarüg "pierced" (only SaA), yd'arif "he 
knows", ydharit "he ploughs". 

Instances of the gahawah-syndrome creating full syllables: hagar min 
tâhat iw hagar min fög "a stone underneath and a stone on top", bd'ad issi'Tr 
"after the barley". 

The gahawah- vowel in stressed positions: cf. II, 2.1.2.4. 

2.2.1.2. 

In the maXCiaCi(ah) pattern the gahawah - vowel appeared in ma'anad 

"partition in tent" (SaA and 'AgA), mdharam "women's section of a tent" 
('AgA), mâxazan "storage place" ('AgA), but not in mdhfadah "wallet" (SaA 

and 'AgA), md'lagah "spoon" (SaA and 'AgA), ma'rakah "battle" ('AgA), 

mdhkamah "court" ('AgA), ma'na "meaning" (SaA), nor in mdgribiy "North 
African" (SaA), or magrib "sunset" (SaA). These forms suggest that the 
gahawah-syndrome is more stable in maXCaC than in maXCaCah. 
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The gahawah- vowel appeared in all passive participles of measure 1 with 
C\ = X recorded in SaA (contrast group I), e.g.: maxarùg "pierced", mahadCid 

"bordered off", magasül "washed", ma'arûf "known", ma'atüb "guilty", 
mahasiib "calculated". No measure 1 passive participles where C\ = X were 
recorded in 'AgA. 

2.2.1.3. 
No measure 4 verb with C\ - X was recorded in SaA. In 'AgA a'tarn "he 

gave me" was recorded, showing that the gahawah-syndrome is not active in 
measure 4 (i.e. the form is not -a'atanl). 

In (i)sta-l verbs with C\-X the gahawah - syndrome is not active in SaA, 
e.g.: istahmal, yistahmal "tolerate, bear", ista'gal, yista'gal "hurry", nor in 
quadriliteral verbs lahlab, ylahlib "flare up", laxbat, ylaxbit "confuse", and 
'AgA (i)tgahwa, yitgahwa "be served coffee", ((i)sta-l verbs did not appear in 
the 'AgA recordings). 

Geminates are treated as in group I: axx "brother", sahh "right" (SaA and 

'AgA). 

The 7-rule formulated for SaA (cf. II, 3.1.10.1.) produces a when 
preceded by a gahawah- vowel, and the resulting sequences are stressed like any 
CaCaCatv sequence, e.g. lâhamatu "his piece of meat", nâxalatu "his palm 
tree". 

In verb forms however, stress is like in group I, i.e. the gahawah-vowel 
behaves more like an anaptyctic (cf. I, 2.2.1.3. and 2.2.1.4.), e.g. (SaA forms) 
yâhalbin "they (f.) milk", mhartum "you (m. pi.) plough", nâhasdu "we harvest 
it (m. sg.)". 

The example gâhawti "my coffee" in 'AgA shows that for 'AgA the T-

rule 3 of group I holds (cf. I, 3.1.10.3.), rather than the 7-rule for SaA (cf. II, 

3.1.10.1.). 

2.2.2. 
Instances of the influence of rlr creating bukara-vowels in SaA and 'AgA 

also occur. E.g. ("simple" bukara - vowels underlined): nugarah "pit (dug)", 

bizirih "seed (n.u.)", xibirih "experience", tikirim "you honour", yâsarab "he 

drinks". 
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Only a few examples were heard in 'AgA (where the bukara- syndrome 
does not appear to be very active): Masiriy "Egyptian", byihirig "he speaks". 

Verbs in SaA and 'AgA with C\ = X, and C3 = R have a double 
conjugation as well, e.g. (in SaA): both yigzil -ydgazil, and yi'mil ~ yd'amil 
(although more regularly ysawwiy). 

In 'AgA the gahawah- syndrome is not consistently active in verbs, and 
this is also true for verbs with C3 = R. Recorded 'AgA forms are: dhafir "I dig", 
and ydgasil "he washes", but yihifriih "they dig it", and the a-type imperfects 
yâ'mal "he does" (occurring about as regularly as ysawwiy), and yahsal "it (m. 
sg.) happens". 

But this is not only true for C3 = R verbs; the imperative frif.' "know! 
(whereas the imperfect always had the gakawah-vowel: yd'arif), and imperfects 
yuhsud ~ ydhasid, and yihlif yitnïn "he swears" were recorded in SaA. In 'AgA 
yd'arif "he knows", but also (again a-type imperfect) ma bi'rafus "they don't 
know", and the gahawah-form tixabiituk "it (f. sg.) collides with you", but 
yuxtub "he asks for a (girl's) hand". 

An example of non-elision of the high vowel in SaA: bigdddiruw "they 
consider". No such instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

In 'AgA an example of an "expanded" bukara-vowel in sandhi: Mask 
ibta'mal "Egypt makes". Non-elision of a base vowel in sandhi: Dähir ibin 'Id 
"male given name". 

2.2.2.2. 

A few instances in SaA of the influence of I preserving a high vowel (only 
recorded in sandhi) are: 'ämil ifiiwwa "he acts like a bully", itwakkil i'ydlhi "she 
feeds her children". An example in 'AgA is: ygâmil abu I'aris "he is amiable to 
the father of the bride". 

Expanded bukara- vowels (underlined) in the SaA examples: su gul 

almihrät "of the plough", gabil iyrûh "before he goes", asil ibtü' aggabal 

"originally from the desert", la zzamil Uli. . . "to the comrades who...". No such 
examples were recorded in 'AgA. 
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2.2.2.2.1. 
The forms âlbil, (ir)râgil were recorded in SaA and 'AgA, which do not 

yield any clues as to the identity of the high vowel. 
The forms ragluk "your (m. sg.) man" and raglik "your (f. sg.) man" 

(contrast mardtl'k "your wife", galdmuk "your pen", and compare riglik "your 
(f. sg.) leg", rigluk "your (m. sg.) leg") recorded in SaA, however, suggest that 
the high vowel in ragil is an anaptyctic, or rather an expanded bukara-vov/el 
(on the -uk and -uk suffixes, cf. II, 3.1.12.). 

The forms rdgilhi(h) # "her man", is stressed like rigilhi(h) # "her leg" 
(recorded in 'AgA) which also leads to the conclusion that the high vowel in 
ragil is not part of the base; in both cases the i preceding / is anaptyctic.690 

2.2.2.3. 
A few examples of the influence of n were recorded in SaA, but such high 

vowel insertion occurred by no means consistently: ibani "my son", xadme "we 
took", ôzsniy "weigh! (f. sg.)" (the last instance is perhaps an exampe of non-
elision of the high vowel). No such instances appeared in 'AgA. 

Examples of non-elision of the high vowel in (sandhi): özin alxüx! "weigh 
the peaches!", biygümln iyfaddginnu "they (f.) go and crack it open", titammin 

innâs "you put people's minds at ease". No such instances appeared in 'AgA. 

2.2.3. 
Three examples were recorded in SaA: irruddd 'alêha êh? "what do we put 

back on it (f.)?", hawwadtB 'a Ibir "I came to the well", yxutp 'alêha "he draws 
a line on it". One example appeared in 'AgA: radda 'alayy "an answer to me". 

2.3. Anaptyxis 

Rules formulated for group I hold for SaA and 'AgA as well. 

2.3.1. 
Anaptyxis in SaA and 'AgA like in group I. 

690 In these cases the high vowel is an anaptyctic, since it is not stressed. If this vowel appears 
with V following I in sandhi, as in e.g. irrafil illiy ... "the man who" ...", it is better to 
speak of a vowel resulting from the "expanded" bukara-syndrome, since it does not resolve 
a cluster. 
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2.3.2. 
Sandhi anaptyxis in SaA and 'AgA is like in group I. 

2.3.2.4. 
Remarks made for group I hold for SaA and 'AgA as well, but like in 

group III a further development has led to restructured morphological base 
forms like dgrab "watersacks" and (stih "winter", ihnih "here" (cf. II, 2.3.5.). 

2.3.3.1. 
Unresolved clusters mentioned for group I are generally tolerated in SaA 

and 'AgA as well. 

2.3.3.3.1. 
Like in group I. 

2.3.3.3.2. 
In SaA only forms without anaptyctics were recorded: 'indna, 'indhurn, 

'indha. In 'AgA the form with the anaptyctic 'indina "with us" was recorded 
several times (cf. II, 3.1.16.). 

In sandhi the cluster nd+C remains intact in SaA. In 'AgA no such sandhi 
clusters were recorded. 

2.3.3.3.3. 
An exception to the anaptyxis rule in SaA and 'AgA are the 2nd p. sg. 

pronominal suffixes (m.) -k and (f.) -k. 
When these suffixes are preceded by only one consonant, the resulting 

cluster is not resolved, e.g. (SaA): 'ilbitk I 'ilbitk "your pack (m./f.)", ragabdtk I 
ragabdtk "your neck (m./f.)", galdmk I galdmk "your pen (m./f.)", walddk I 
walddk "your son (m./f.)". Comparable 'AgA forms are: maràtk "your wife", 
zalamdtk "your (f. sg.) man", 'agabdtk "she pleased you (m. sg.)", 'agâbk "he 
pleased you (f. sg.)", tahdtk "under you (m. sg.)", and tahdtk "under you (f. 

sg.)"-691 

When more than one consonant precedes, vowel-initial allomorphs are 
appended692, e.g. (SaA forms) 'induk I 'indik "with you (m./f.)", axtuk I axtik 

691 On the spelling of the m. sg. suffix preceded by one C as -uk (with the superscript ") cf. 
remark*3) toH, 3.1.12.2. 

6 9 2 That these vowels in the -uk and -ik allomorphs could originally have been anaptyctics as 
well is an option that cannot be excluded. In any case, since they can be stressed (cf. 
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"your sister (m./f.)", ammuk I ammik "your mother (m./f.)", bidduk I biddik 
"you want (m./f.)", and also minnuk I minnik "from you (m./f.)". Comparable 
forms in 'AgA are: gambuk "beside you", arduk "your (m. sg.) land" / ardik 
"your (f. sg.) land", and also ammuk I ammik, axtuk I axtik (cf. H, 3.1.12.2.1.). 

2.3.4.1.1. 
Like in group I. 

2.3.4.1.2. 
Like in group I. 

2.3.4.1.3. 
Like in group I, e.g. in SaA and 'AgA: 'ilibtak "your packet", sugult'l 

"mine", but ndxalatu "his palm tree" (only SaA) (for variation -(u)k I -ak of the 
2nd p. m. sg. poss. suffix, cf. II, 3.1.12.2.). 

2.3.4.2.1. 
Like in group I, word-initial clusters are resolved with i in SaA. Proclitic 

vowels of imperatives are identical with the base vowel, e.g. (SaA forms): 
ûgu'din "sit down! (f. pi.)", and a (at least originally) measure 4 imperative 
ifsig! "declare! (m. sg.)". Similar forms were recorded in 'AgA: inzil! "come 
down!", ûg'ud! "sit down!". 

2.3.4.2.2. 
Like in group I. 

2.3.5. 
Like in group III, the *CICv(C) pattern has been morphologically 

restructured to become 'vCCv(C), but unlike these restructured patterns in group 
III, the stressed vowel tends to assimilate to the vowel of the base, e.g. (SaA and 
'AgA forms): âdrah "sorghum", drkab "knees", âgrab "watersacks",and ihnih 
"here", (stih "winter". Additional forms recorded in SaA: âbrak "ponds", dngar 
"pits", dhlal "cooking pots", âswan "storage places for grain", although only 
(gtah "cover, blanket" was recorded. An additional form in 'AgA is t'rsih "well 
rope". 

examples in remark *3> in II, 3.1.12.2.), they are now to be considered full phonemic 

vowels. 
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With *' as the first radical (SaA): dbar "needles"6«, and dwad "rooms". 
Plurals ending in *-ly (SaA and 'AgA): irhiy "hand-mills", i'siy "sticks", (Ihiy 
"beards"«'4 (but ilha in 'AgA, cf. II, 1.2.4.4.8.). 

N.B. For the suffixed preposition la in SaA and 'AgA, cf. II, 3.1.16. 

2.4. Elision of short vowels. 

The rule described for group I is valid for SaA as well. 

2.4.1. 
Like in group I. 

2.4.2. 

Like in group I. 

2.4.3. 

An example in SaA: 'ärf ifrü' ikkalâm "I know the meaning of the talk". 
The rules are applied in the following order: (I) 'ârif+frû' -* (2) 'äriffrü' -* 
(3) 'ärififrü' -> (4) 'ârfifrû', where the c l u s t e r ^ is resolved first, after which 
the high vowel in 'ârifis dropped. 

Another example in SaA is (1) nâhasib + hsäb -*• (2) nâhasib hsäb —> (3) 
nâhasib ihsâb —*• (4) nâhasb ihsàb "we take into consideration". 

An example (from a poetic passage) in 'AgA is: (1) glayyil + yfid —<• (2) 
glayyiLyzid —• (3) glayyil iyzid —* (4) glayyl iytid "little becomes much (i.e. it is 
too little)". 

2.4.4. 

An example in SaA: bixdffifu "he thins it out". No such instances recorded 
in 'AgA. 

2.5. Assimilation. 

Instances of regressive total and partial assimilation mentioned in I, 2.5. 
may occur in SaA and 'AgA as well. 

693 The same plural for "needle" is reported for öbäliy Arabic (spoken in central south Sinai), 
cf. NISHIO (1992), p. 16. 

694 An older plural of lihyah *lihly or *luhiy is not known to me, but this form is probably 
related to the pi. for "jawbone" *luhïy. N.B. pi. of dalw "pail" is dlâw (SaA, 'AgA), of 
ginw "date bunch" it is gnäw. 
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Examples of regressive total assimilation in SaA are fewer than in group 
I, but do occur, albeit almost exclusively with h assimilating to preceding t, e.g. 
(SaA): fäthitti(h) "her Fätihah (i.e. the opening sürah of the Koran read for 
her)", rikbitti(h) "her knee", ta'ariffa "you know her". 'AgA examples: 
'asätti(h) "her stick", 'ammitti(h) "her aunt". 

In SaA the 3rd p. m. sg. pronominal suffix -h optionally assimilates to s 
of the negation, as in e.g. ma ramênâssi "we did not throw it (m. sg.)", ma 
ramâssi "he did not throw it (m. sg.)", but also ma lèhsi "not to him". In 'AgA 
ma ramähis was recorded. 

3. Morphology 

3.1.1.1.1. 
As mentioned in II, 1.2.3.4.3.2., a in open syllable preceding I may be 

raised in the majority of cases, and irrespective of phonetic environment, e.g.: 
timllih "water-hole", kitlr "many, much", kiblr "big, large", digig "flour", simln 
"fat", nidif "clean", figir "poor", hididih "piece of iron", il'Irls "name of the 
town al'Arls", sirik "partner", gilll "little, few". 

But also hallf "ally", hasïdih "harvest", hadld "iron", hallb "milk", sahlh 
"right", sa'ïr "barley", saglr "small", and sometimes even without the inhibiting 
factors (mentioned in I, 3.1.1.1.1.) no raising has taken place: daglg "flour", 
katjr "many", kabir "big, large", gadim "old", and with *' preceding: asll 
"thoroughbred" (but also illisil "the thoroughbred"), amln "safe". 

Such raising can be concluded to occur optionally in SaA and 'AgA, 

without being phonetically conditioned. If such raising occurs, the resulting high 

vowel is not dropped. 

3.1.1.1.2. 
The raising of a in *CaCiy (C3 = y) is regular enough in SaA: gi'niy "rich", 

si'giy "wretched", ti'riy "dry", bi'riy "innocent", innibiy "the Prophet", wi'liy 

"saint", wiliyyih "woman", but also forms without such raising were recorded 
innâbiy (and the B-form dnnibiy), and xatiyyih "(responsibility for) offense"««, 
radiyyih "wickedness". 

Only one example was recorded in 'AgA: 'Iliy "male given name". 

695 As in the phrase xatiyyitha min ragabatifi rdgabatak "the (responsibility for) her 
offense(s) (has passed) from my neck onto your neck", uttered by (usually) the father of 
the bride to the prospective groom. 
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N.B. Sa A and 'AgA form is ylgiy. 

3.1.1.2. 

No instances recorded in SaA and fAgA, but cf. radiyyih in II, 3.1.1.1.2. 

3.1.1.3. 

No raising in SaA, e.g.: sakkinih "knife", battlx "watermelons" (also 
'AgA), baddi' "rhymer of ditties", bartll "bribe", kabrit "matches", barsïm 

"clover", mandil "handkerchief", but (i)brlg "jug". 

3.1.1.4. 

Raising of a in the pattern CaCCâC is regular in SaA and 'AgA, i.e. the 
morphologically restuctured base forms are now CxiCiCzâCy and CiiCnC^ân. 

3.1.1.4.1. 

Examples of CiiCiCiâCs'm SaA: middâd "furrow"696 , hirrât 
"ploughman", siyyâd "fisherman", xiyyâlih "horsemen", fikkâk "solver (of 
problems)", kiddâb "liar", gimmäl "camel driver", birrâd "kettle", giddâhah 
"lighter", 'lyyâdiy "member of the 'Ayäydah", Biyyädiy "member of the 
Biyyâdiyyah", millâhiy "sailor", gillâbiyyih "man's gown". 

Examples in 'AgA: higgunih "camel riders", birrâd "teapot", gillâyah 
"coffee pot (to boil the water)", Subbâh "male given name", and also 
quadriliteral Bugdâd "Baghdad". 

3.1.1.4.2. 

Examples of C\iCiC->,än in SaA: sib'ân "saturated", giltän "at fault" (also 
'AgA), zi'lân "distressed" (also 'AgA), 'iryân "naked", yibsân "dry", wig'än "in 
pain", Silmänih "name of the village Salmänah", and gi'ân "thirsty". 

N.B. marrât, without raising, was recorded a number of times in SaA. 

696 The context is nâhasb ihsâb arrih, 'asân ilmiddàd iysarrig "we take the wind into 
account, so that the furrow goes east". "Furrow" is how it was glossed to me, the furrow 
being ploughed at a 90 percent angle to the predominant northern wind, i.e. running east-
west. It is also possible that the plough-tail is meant here (cf. BEHNSTEDTVWOIDICH (1994), 
pp. 445-6). 
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3.1.1.5. 
Raising of a in CaCâC. . . occurs regularly in SaA and 'AgA, but is 

optional, e.g. (in SaA): sifäyif "lips", bikârig "coffeepots" (also 'AgA), midâris 
"schools", UÖinäyin "name of part of the Gatyah oasis where the Samâ'nah 
live", Simâ'nah "name of the tribe Samâ'nah", timânïn "eighty", and fuwäkih 
"fruits", muwà'ïn "pots and pans", human "also". Additional examples in 'AgA: 
gimä'ah "group (of people)", suwârbên "two lips" (a morphological 
hypercharacterization: a pi. form suffixed with the dual morpheme). 

Such raising may remain absent, and notably does so when the inhibiting 
factors mentioned in I, 3.1.1.5. are present (i.e. it is largely phonetically 
conditioned), e.g. {SaA) 'asâh "stick", hawâliy "about", hayâh "life", 'Agâylih 
"name of tribe 'Agâylah" (also 'AgA), 'asân "because" (also 'AgA), hawâk "you 
want", xatäwiy "steps", kalâm "talk" (also 'AgA), salami "greetings!" (also 
'AgA), talätih "three" (also 'AgA), xalâs "that's it!", marâkib "boats" (also 
'AgA), sarär "sparks", marâkiz "(administrative) centers", asâbi' "fingers", 
adâfir "nails", aman Allah "God's protection", asâmiy "names", agâwïd "good 
men" (also 'AgA). 

Isolated instances like 'isâh "stick", 'imâyim "turbans" (SaA) were also 
recorded. 

Examples of non-raising in neutral environments are: zamän "in the old 
days", layâliy "nights", gawäz "marriage", banät "girls, daughters". 

Like in group I, a verb form basâwir "I ask advice" will contrast with 
bisâwir "he asks advice", and basâfir "I travel" contrasts with bisâfir "he 
travels". 

N.B. Raising of a in 'aid + suffix was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

3.1.1.6. 
Raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed a occurs, but only in 

neutral environments, and such raising is limited in SaA and 'AgA, e.g.: katdbt 
(I.P.A, [ke'tPbat *]) "I wrote". 

3.1.1.7. 
The rule described in I, 3.1.1.7. holds for SaA and 'AgA when A = 

stressed â, but when A ~ stressed a such raising occurs much less than in group 
I, and when it does, it does not go much higher than centralized [e] or [B]. 
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N.B. Like in group I, stress in the syllable following the a to be raised does not 
have to be primary, e.g. (SaA): Misâ'ïd "name of tribe Masä'ld", muwâ'ln 
"pots and pans", misär'if "expenses". 'AgA examples: finâgil "coffee cups", 
dirähimhin "their (f.) money". 

The examples dlgimal "the camel", dlgibal "the desert" are best regarded 
as B-forms (also since they are stressed on the article, cf. II, 2.1.1.2.2.1.). 

3.1.1.8. 
Like raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed î (cf. II, 3.1.1.1.1.), 

raising of a in open syllable preceding stressed ù occurs, but appears to be 
optional in these cases as well, e.g. (SaA): gu'üd "young male camel", gurnfis ~ 
gamits "food dip", but only rasûl "Prophet", 'arüs "bride", 'agüz "old woman". 
'AgA examples are: ibin Su'ûd "male given name", xurüf "goat", but also 
'alûmah "news (item)", ibin Sa'ûd, rasûl, 'arüs. 

No raising with *' preceding (SaA and 'AgA): axùh "his brother", abulia 
"her father", and imperfect verb forms (b)asüfl see", (b)agi'd "I say". 

N.B. ä in CäCüC may be shortened, but it is not raised, e.g. (SaA): sabünih 
"piece of soap", babiir "tractor", ma'ûn "pot, pan" (also 'AgA), xazüg "dirty 
trick". In 'AgA: 'amûd "pillar", mazûn "official authorized to perform Muslim 
marriages". 

The reflex of *zaytün is expected zêtCin in SaA and 'AgA. 

Like in group I, a gahawah - vowel in open syllable preceding stressed ü is 
not raised in SaA, e.g.: maxarüg "pierced", ma'arüf "known", ma'atüb "injured, 
damaged". No such forms were recorded in 'AgA. 

Verb forms: darabùhum "they hit them" (SaA), sa'alühum "they asked 

them ('AgA). 

The conclusion for SaA and 'AgA is that raising in CaCûC is optional (but 
not very regular), and, although gumus and xurüf offer little to go on for any 
definitive conclusion, this raising does not appear to be inhibited by preceding 
X. 

3.1.1.9. 
Forms recorded in SaA are: kibirna "we grew", but also gühuz "become 

ready". In 'AgA: kibrit "she grew", kibir "he grew" (cf. Ill, 3.2.1.3.). 
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3.1.1.10. 
The first rule in I, 3.1.1.10 is valid for SaA and 'AgA as well (although no 

instances of a preceding ü being raised to (' were recorded), but is optional. 

The material for SaA and 'AgA is too limited for conclusions with regard 

to the second rule described in I, 3.1.1.10. 

N.B. The plural for dsad is usüd, and xasm, not afarn is current for "mouth" in 

SaA and 'AgA. 

3.1.2. 
Reflexes in SaA and 'AgA include: badw, tâhat, fdham, wihdih, wakl, and 

gidd. Additional SaA forms: kars, gdhas, wigh, sadr. An additional 'AgA form: 

kalb. 

3.1.3. 

Reflexes of *CaCiC(ah) include {SaA): kilmih, kitf (also 'AgA), wirk (also 

'AgA). 

3.1.4. 
Reflexes of *CiitC2C3(ah) include (SaA and 'AgA): bann (only 'AgA), 

kull, kimm, amm, axt, and sinnih (only SaA), hinnah, zibdih (only SaA), tur'ah 

(only SaA), suggah (only SaA, but Si'gg in 'AgA). Notice here that both amm 

and axr have initial a in SaA and fAgA. 

3.1.5. 
The rule described for group I holds for SaA as well. Exceptions in SaA 

are: muta'allmät "educated (f. pi.)", su'äl "question". Exceptions in 'AgA 

mu'aggatah "temporary (f. sg.)", musä'dih "support". 

Like in group I, i in the forms (e.g.) girän "neighbours", sigân "thighs", sigân 

"baking sheets", bib an "doors", kimäwiy "fertilizer", Balüdah "Bälüdah, name 

of a village" results from shortening of the long vowel in the first syllable (in 

conformity with I, 1.2.2.4.). 

In SaA *bügäz is bgäz "opening in dune ridge connecting the lagoon with 

open sea". 
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3.1.6. 

Besides lexicalized forms swayyih, sgayyir, grayyib, kwayyis, etc., we have 
the forms: shayyhih "meager, scarce", gtëmàt "little pieces", xrëfih "little story", 
'wëgih "smaller variety of sorghum", gzëlân "name for a type of camel", tilëtiy 
"name for a camel in its fourth year". 

The following forms all occurred in biddV rhymes: suggêt "inferior 
offspring", mxêmât "dirty little tricks", dulë'ât "little ribs", bdêwiy "bedouin", 
hdêriy "settled individual", 'wëgib "little stub (said in scorn of a man)", sbayyin 
(with nunation underlined) "little boy". 

3.1.7. 
Like in group I, the pattern for colours and physical defects is aC\CiaC-}, 

and when C\ = X, it is dCiaCiaC^. Examples are (SaA and 'AgA): dbyad 
"white", dzrag "blue", dswad "black", and with the gdhawah vowel dhamar 
"red", dxadar "green". 

Corresponding f. sg. and c. pi. forms have the patterns C\âCiC^a(h) (for 
f. sg., with CiaC2C3i(h) where possible, cf. II, 1.2.4.4.1. and 1.2.4.4.3.1.), and 
C11/C2C3, e.g.: béda(h), bid, zdrga(h), zurg, séda(h), sud, hâmra(h), humr, 
xddra(h), xudr . 

Examples for physical defects (SaA and 'AgA, cf. II, 1.2.3.2.): ógra' 
"bald", âtras "deaf", âhawal "cross-eyed", â'arag "lame, limping". 
Corresponding f. sg. forms are gdr'a(h), târsi(k), höli(h), 'ârgi(h), and c. pi. 
forms are gur', turs, hid, and 'irg (SaA), and sidf('AgA) of which the latter two 
suggest that the pattern is actually CJC2C3, with u appearing where there is 
sufficient backing (cf. remarks made for sidf'm group I in I, 3.1.7.). 

3.1.8. 
The elative patterns are like in group I, e.g. (SaA and 'AgA): dktar 

"more/most", agdll "less/least", a gahawah - form âhala "tastier/tastiest", and 
also in SaA (cf. I, 1.1.6., *a'sal > *aysal>) ësal "more/most thoroughbred, 
nobler/noblest". 

3.1.9.1. 
The article in SaA and 'AgA is il-, and the relative pronoun is illiy. In a 

limited number of instances al- and alliy were recorded in SaA as well, and 
even more often in 'AgA. 
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When the preposition fi precedes, the high vowel of the article is 
dropped697, e--g.fi Ustih "in winter". 

3.1.9.2. 
In SaA and 'AgA: amm, axt, but ihna. Plurals in SaA are âbar, âwad, but 

usüd (also 'AgA). For initial a- in *CICV(C) plurals, such as ârkab "knees", cf. 
II, 2.3.5. 

3.1.10. 
SaA and 'AgA differ with respect to the treatment of T when the 

gahawah- vowel precedes. 

3.1.10.1. 
In SaA the feminine suffix in genitive construction becomes -at when 

preceded by a in open syllable, and even when this a is a gahawah- vowel (in 
contrast with group I, cf. I, 3.1.10.3.). 

The rule for Tin SaA is: 

T-rule: T—> at / ... CaC__ + gen. 

C = any consonant 
a = historic a, or a produced by the gahawah-syndrome 

The a resulting from this rule is then not dropped. Examples are: ragabatl 
"my neck", ragabdtuk "your neck", mâratu "his wife", gasalâtha "her twig 
(given in betrothal ceremonies)", and with gahawah-vowels Idhamatu "his piece 
of meat", naxaldtk "your (f. sg.) palm tree", lagawdtna "our dialect". An 
example in sandhi: mar at iflân "so-and-so's wife". 

The conclusion for SaA is that the gahawah-syndrome has created full 
syllables in nominals, which are treated in the exact same way as "historic" 
Ca(C) syllables. The morphological restructuring of nominals is thus complete, 
and SaA can be said to be a step further in this development than DA, and two 
steps further than RA and SA (cf. remarks in I, 3.1.10.3.). 

697 That the i of the article is dropped, rather than the i of the preposition, may be deduced 
from the fact that when the prepostion 'a precedes il-, the result is 'a I-, e.g. 'a ssâg "on 
the iron baking sheet". 

http://e--g.fi
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In 'AgA 7-rule 3 of group I (cf. I, 3.1.10.3.) applies, when Tis preceded 
by a gahawah-vowel. The only example available is gdhawti "my coffee" 
(notice the unstressed poss. suffix). 

Where historic a in open syllable precedes, T- rule 4 (described in I, 
3.1.10.3.) applies in 'AgA. 

r-rule4: T-* at I ...CaaCb_ + gen. 

a ?t gahawah- vowel 

Examples are: ragabat'i "my neck", marad "my wife", xasabatên "two pieces of 
wood", samakatën "two fishes", sandten "two years". 

3.1.10.2. 

If not preceded by a or v in open syllable, Tbecomes -it in construct state 
both in SaA and 'AgA. The rule is T-rule 2 given in I, 3.1.10.2. 

Like in groups I and III, the high vowel resulting from this rule may be 
dropped in eligible positions as defined in I, 2.4., or stressed in conformity with 
rules in II, 2.1.1. 

SaA examples: (morphophonemic elision) lëltu "his evening", sukktu "its 
plough share", nhäytu "its (m. sg.) end", wilïytu "his wife", (stressed) mayyitha 
"its (f. sg.) water", rikbi'tti(h) (< rikbitha) "her knee". 

SaA examples in sandhi are: bis'it misilm'm "a fire ordeal698 for muslims". 
Not dropped in sandhi as in 'aginit ilgamh "dough of barley". Dropped in sandhi 
as in xrêft ilbis'ih "the story of the fire ordeal", giribt ilmayyih "the (water) sack 
for water". 

Examples in 'AgA are: (morphophonemic elision) nägtu "his she-camel", 
bag'tyt ilmayyah "the rest of the water", sugultf "mine (f., c.)", (stressed) 
mayyitha "her water", rikbitti(h) "her knee", suglitk "yours (f., f.)" (For the 
special cases hurm^tuk "your wife", and suglût^k "yours (f., m.)", cf. II, 
1.2.3.4.1.) 

A sandhi example in 'AgA: guwwit il'arls "the power of the groom" (in 
this case absence of optional sandhi elision). 

698 Cf. fn 50 in the introduction of this study. 
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3.1.10.3. 
For Tpreceded by the gahawah-vowel a, cf. II, 3.1.10.1. 

3.1.10.4. 
Like in group I (7-rule in I, 3.1.10.4.), e.g.: salât ili'sih "evening prayer" 

(SaA and 'AgA), mixlât ilbizir "the sack for seeds" (SaA), 'asàtï "my 

stick" ( 'AgA). 
In SaA ma'nâh "its (m. sg.) meaning" was recorded a few times". 

3.1.10.5. 
In SaA: säfatu "she saw him", nhâytu "its (m. sg.) end", and salämtak 

"greetings to you!". In 'AgA only nägtu "his she-camel" and nâgtï "my she-
camel" were recorded (cf. also II, 3.1.12.2.). 

3.1.11. 
In SaA and 'AgA the genitive marker is sugl, suglah, suglin and suglât. 

Only two instances with btä', and one with btü' were recorded in SaA. taba' 
was only recorded once in SaA, and I was told that this is not current. 

3.1.12.1. 
Personal pronominals in SaA*l1 and 'AgA: 

he hü (~ a few times huwwa in both SaA and 'AgA) 

she hi (~ a few times hiyya in 'AgA) 

you (m.) inta (~ once inf) in SaA; wta (~ a few times int) in 'AgA 

you (f.) inf/y 
I âni (~ a few times ana in 5aA; ~ a few times an'i*2) in 'AgA) 

they (m.) humma (~ once /mm in SaA) 

they (f.) hinna 

you (m. pi.) intuw (~ once intern in SaA) 
you (f. pi.) mfwi 
we ihna*3') 

*0 The negated pronominals are formed with rna .. . s in SaA, e.g. ma 

humtnâs "not they", ma-hnâs "not we". In rAgA one instance olmahü "not he" 

was recorded. 
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*2> The form ani must have been coined in analogy to the stressed 1st p. c. 
sg. suffixes (cf. II, 3.1.12.2.), since raising of final *-â yields -i(h), as in the 
more regular âni (cf. II, 1.2.4.4.1.). 
*3> 'ahna was not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

3.1.12.2. 
Pronominal suffixes in SaA and 'AgA: 

SG. 
3.m. C-u, v-h*V 
3.f. .na*2\*S) 

2.m. CC-uk, V(C)-"k*V 

2.f. CC-ik, V(C)-k*V 
I.e. C-i, v-y*4) (poss.) / -ni (obj.) 

PL. 
3.m. -hum*5') 

3.f. -hin*V 
2.m. -kum*6) (—kuw 1- kuw in SaA); -kuw in 'AgA (~ once -kum) 
2.f. -kin 
I.e. -na*V 

V = v or v 

*') -h may often be inaudible in pause, but is clearly audible in sandhi: yügab 
'alêh iygül "he has to say" (SaA) (where h is syllable-initial in sandhi 
syllabication), and also in ma lèhsi "no to him" (SaA). A similar example may 
be found in 'AgA: yutubxith iw . . . "they cook it and". For assimilation of h as 
in SaA ma ramènâssi "we did not throw it (m. sg.)", cf. II, 2.5. 

-u following a consonant is a feature of bedouin dialects in the northwest 
of Sinai (cf. also III, 3.1.12.2.), rather than C-ah IC-ih in the northeast (cf. I, 
3.1.12.2.). This suffix C-u is also reported for öbäliy Arabic in the central 
south of Sinai699, as well as for the Sarqiyyah100. It also occurs among the 
Garârsah of Wâdï Fêrân in southern Sinai (M. Woidich, personal 
communication). 

699 Cf. NlSHIO(1992), p. 179. 
7 0 0 Cf. ABUL FADL (1961), passim, and WOIDICH (1979), passim. 
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In 'AgA a number of instances of C-ah IC-ih were recorded in poetic 
passages, but also in spontaneous speech. C-u appeared in the clear majority of 
instances, however. 
*2) Final -a may be raised to become -i(h), cf. II, 1.2.3.4.3.3. 
*3) This velarized and labialized -uk , and the f. -ik or -k, are also features of 
a dialect type spoken in the south of Sinai. Similar forms are reported among 
the Gbäliyyah (-ok ~ -ku (as it is transcribed there) (m. sg.), and -k ~ -ek{î. 
sg.))701, and forms like 'alëuk "on you (m. sg.)" and 'alëukum "on you (m. 
pi.)" are common among the Garärsah in Wâdi Fërân (M. Woidich, personal 
communication).702 

This -"k has to be the result of a back formation of the pi. forms: first the 
k in masc. pi. *'alëkum was labialized and velarized -* 'alëukum, as opposed to 
k in fern. pi. 'alëkin. Then -urn and -in, like the verbal suffixes in SaA (e.g. 
darabumi'darabin''they hit (m./f.)", cf. II, 3.2.1.1.) were interpreted as the pi. 
morphemes. After k had become stable in this position, it acquired phonemic 
status in a new symmetric opposition 'aleuk - 'alëk . 

Examples are (SaA): (after CC) 'induk "with you (m.)", 'indik "with you 
(f.)" (for more examples cf. II, 2.3.3.3.3.), and the high vowel may be stressed 
as in ma yhimmilksi! "don't let it worry you!", and also in 'AgA ma suftuks "I did 
not see you (m.)", ma sufti'ks "I did not see you (f.)". 

'AgA examples are: arduk "your (m. sg.) land", ardik "your (f. sg.) land" 
(for more examples cf. II, 2.3.3.3.3.). 

The SaA examples minnuk "from you (m.)" and minnik "from you (f.)" 
show that doubling of n takes place before the allomorph is selected. 

Examples in SaA following C: ragabâtuk "your (m.) neck", ragabatk 
"your (f.) neck", waldduk "your (m.) son", walâdk "your (f.) son". In these last 
two examples the last part of the d is already voiceless (regressive assimilation). 

Examples in 'AgA following C: gär"k "your neighbour", maratuk "your 
wife", zalamâtk "your (f.) man", ragabdtuk "your neck", 'asätuk "your (m.) 
stick", 'asâtk "your (f.) stick". 

Notice here that the allomorphs following C are vowelless (the superscript 
u in this case is merely a notational device indicating considerable backing and 
liprounding), which may be concluded from the fact that stress is drawn onto 
the vowel immediately preceding the cluster created by the allomorph. The u 

and i following VC may appear as anaptyctics when sandhi CC C clusters need to 

7 0 1 Cf. NISHIO (1992), pp. 178-9. 
7 0 2 BAILEY (1991), map on p. 4, gives the position of the Garärsah in Sinai at the beginning of 

this century. As far as I am aware, they are still found in the same area today. 
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be resolved, e.g. law middêt iduk b issmäl "if you stretch your left hand", and 
gawâbik # "your (f.) answer" (both SaA). In two more instances recorded in 
'AgA the anaptyctic is also coloured by its surroundings: ma sufnâkus # "we did 
not see you (m.)", and ma sufnäkis # "we did not see you (f.)". 

When in SaA (m.) -uk is preceded by v, a strong off-glide towards [u] is 
noticeable, while such an off-glide is absent when (f.) -k is suffixed, e.g.: 'aleuk 
"on you (m.)" thus contrasts with 'alëk "on you (f.)", as does lêuk "to you (m.)" 
with lêk "to you (f.)". In the pair abük "your (m.) father" and abük "your (f.) 
father" the contrast is less obvious, but the k is articulated still noticeably further 
back than the k. In the 'AgA example ma sufnäkuS # the ä is a back [a:], as 
opposed to [a:] in ma sufnäkis # (instances with preceding high long vowels were 
not recorded in 'AgA). The SaA examples 'arabiyytuk # "your (m.) car" and 
'arabiyytik # "your (f.) car" show similar colouring of the anaptyctic. 

Both SaA 'ilibtuk and 'ilb(tuk "your (m.) packet" were said to be 
acceptable, but it appears that the former is a secondary development in analogy 
to 'ilibtak; logically one would expect the latter, comparable to "your (f.) 
packet" 'ilbîtk, which was recorded in SaA as well. 

*4> Like in group I, when -/ clashes with initial a-, the former is dropped, 
e.g.: bidd-arüh la zzamil "I want to go to the comrades", and bidd-agikum "I 
want to come to you" (both SaA). In three comparable instances recorded in 
'AgA this did not take place. One of these instances is: bidd'i adbah "I will 
slaughter". 

When -y follows the older dual ending used for body parts, this dual 
ending has remained diphthongal, e.g. (SaA examples) dânayy "my (two) ears", 
'anayy "my (two) eyes", riglayy "my (two) legs", and also idayy "my (two) 
hands" (not recorded in 'AgA). 

When suffixed to final -iy, an allomorph -y'l is used (and rule iy —* i 
applies, cf. I, 2.1.2.3.), e.g.: takslyl "my taxi", and takâsîyï "my taxis" (SaA). 
(In 'AgA one will hear taks'i (taks is the sg. base form), and pi. taksiyââ.) 

Prepositions suffixed with the 1st p. c. sg. pron. suffix are (SaA): bay, lay, 
fay, mi'äy (but m'i in 'AgA), 'alayya ('aldy in 'AgA) (cf. II, 3.1.16.). 
*5' h of these suffixes may assimilate regressively to (mainly) preceding 
voiceless t, e.g. ma ramenas "I did not throw it (f. sg.)" (SaA), rikbitti(h) "her 
knee ('AgA) (for more examples cf. II, 2.5.). 

When ' precedes reciprocal assimilation usually yields hh, as in mihhum 
"with them" (both SaA and 'AgA, cf. II, 2.5.) 

*6> The m in -kum completes the paradigmatic symmetry in the 2nd and 3rd 
p. pi. in SaA. The question of whether this is a survivor of an older * -kum, or 
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the product of paradigmatic leveling in a later development is difficult to 
answer, but since -m in the independent pronominal intum was only recorded 
once, paradigmatic leveling appears more likely (in this respect, cf. also SaA 
2nd and 3rd p. pi. verbal endings in II, 3.2.).703 

As is the case with suffixation of -k in SaA, a prominent off-glide towards 
[u] is noticeable when long high vowels precede -kum, e.g.: lëukum "to them", 
bï"kum "with them" (SaA). 

In 'AgA the 2nd p. m. pi. suffix is -kuw I -kuw, which corresponds to 
verbal endings in 'AgA (cf. II, 3.2.2.). 

The pronominal suffixes listed above for the 2nd p. sg. occur regularly in 
the speech of the older generation, but the younger generations™4 of SaA 
speakers use: 

(SG) 2.m. C-ak, v-k 2.f. C-ik, v-kiy (sometimes C-kiy) 

In the dialect of the younger generations we no longer find the -uk or -uk 
suffixes; they have yielded to C-ak and v-k. The f. suffix -* has yielded to -ik 
when following a consonant, and to -kiy when following a vowel, and 
sometimes even -kiy when following a consonant (i.e. like in groups I and III), 
e.g. axtak, instead of original axtuk for "your (m.) sister", mâhfadatak, instead 
of older mahfaddf'k for "your (m.) wallet", and gâlamik instead of older 
galdmk for "your (f.) pen", and (C-kiy) in 'ilbitkiy "your packet" (all SaA). 

This change is presumably the result of dialect contact, but it is unsure 
which dialect type is the principal originator of this change, as most surrounding 
dialect types (and also CaA) have the masc. suffix -ak. Based on geographical 
proximity one would conclude705 however, that the dialect type of the Axârsah 

A mirror image of this development, so to speak, may be found in the set of pi. suffixes 
found in BaA and TA, where 1st p. m. pi. -huw may be heard, and where the independent 
3rd p. m. pi. pron. huwwa is paradigmatically symmetric with the 3rd p. f. pi. hinna (cf. I, 
3.1.12.2.2.). 
Although younger speakers of SaA are aware that it is a feature of the speech of their 
elders, and they can reproduce it when specifically asked, it no longer occurs in their own 
spontaneous speech. In fact, in the majority of cases one speaker of the older generation 
also produced -ak, and it was only when he became tired that the older -"* suffix appeared. 
TRUDGILL (1986), p. 39 remarks: "The geographical parameter of diffusion models becomes 
relevant because, other things being equal and transport patterns permitting, people on 
average come into contact most often with people who live closest to them and least often 
with people who live furthest away." 

703 

705 
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and Biyyâdiyyah (i.e. group III) is responsible for effecting this -uk > -ak change 
in SaA. But the problem is that the -'k > -ik change cannot be attributed to 
contact with this dialect type, for AxA, BA as well as group I have invariable 
-ki(y) in all positions.706 

What appears to be plausible then, is that after the -uk suffix had been 
replaced by -ak through dialect contact, a new symmetric opposition -ak I -ik, 
instead of the original -k I -k opposition, became possible, i.e. an asymmetric 
opposition *-ak/ *-&had to make way for the symmetric -ak/ -ik opposition. 
The fact that -ik appeared after CC101, as in axtik "your (f.) sister", raglik "your 
(f.) man", and that CaA10S has the same opposition -ak I -ik, could only have 
contributed to this development. Thus -ik could become stabilized as the new 
2nd p. f. sg. suffix when following a consonant. 

Besides pronominal suffix -kum, -kuw —kuw too may be heard in SaA, 
but irrespective of whether the suffix appears in sandhi or in pause. The 
variation is presumably due to koineizing influences of group III or I (cf. 
remarks on 2nd and 3rd p. verbal endings in II, 3.2.1.). 

The 2nd p. m. sg. suffixes listed above for 'AgA listed may still be heard, 
but just as regular is the new set: 

(SG)2.m. C-ak, v-k. 

7 0 6 Although, in the village of asSama'na in the Delta the suffix -ik when following a 
consonant appears in the text of ABUL FADL (1961), p. 134: 'allah yixrib bëtik ya ba'lda! 
(my transcription), and -ki when following a vowel, cf. ibid. p. 133: middiki, I assume 
that yixrib bëtik "may He destroy your house" is too much of a koinized expression (this 
phrase may be heard throughout Egypt) to draw any definitive conclusions here. Generally 
we have invariable -ki in the eastern Sarqiyyah as well, cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1985b). 
map 152. 
The other possibility of SaA, where we have an older CC-ik as well (cf. I, 3.1.12.2.2.), 
contributing to this change appears less likely; only two or three Balawiy families are 
reported to be living near Gatyah (in an area called izZuhür, south of UGanäyin, on the 
southern border of the Gatyah oasis) (oral information from sources in the field), and the 
territory of Biliy does not border on Smê'niy territory (cf. the second map on p. I in the 
appendix). 
That i'in CC-ik was originally an anaptyctic, as well as u in CC-uk, is a possibility that 
cannot be excluded. These would then have appeared in CC_C C (including CCJO #) 
clusters as anaptyctics, after which they became stable high vowels, so that they could 
appear as such in CC_CVas well. 

70S The youngest generation is increasingly being exposed to CaA, mainly in primary schools 
where teachers are often speakers of CaA. Furthermore, it should be noted that many 
members of the northwestern tribes (who are now in their mid thirties and forties) of Sinai 
spent a considerable number of years in Egypt proper during the Israeli occupation, and 
often received an education there. 

707 
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The new -ak suffix, as opposed to the original -uk suffix, is no longer 
vowelless, which may be concluded from the fact that it does not affect stress or 
syllabication in the examples: mdg'adak (not something like •mag'ddak) "your 
circle of men", gâhawtak (not something like 'gahawîfk) "your coffee". 
Furthermore, there are full vowels in the examples räsak # "your head", gôlak # 
"your words (i.e. what you say)". 

Although velarization may accompany the -ak suffix in other dialects as 
well, it is a much more stable and more prominent feature in the 'AgA suffix 
-ak. This new suffix therefore appears to be an interdialect form; the vowel a 
has its origin in one of the contact dialects, while prominent velarization (as in 
the phoneme Ikl) originated in 'AgA itself. The resulting form -ak is thus new 
and unique as it did not appear in any of the dialects involved in the contact.709 

The 2nd p. f. sg. suffix preceded by one C o r v was not recorded in 'AgA, but 
if paradigmatic symmetry is anything to go by, one would expect *C-ik, and 
either *v-k or *v-kiy (i.e. the latter like in the new set in SaA). 

3.1.13.1. 
Demonstratives recorded in SaA and 'AgA: 

Near deixis in SaA: 

PL. 
hädöl (-Iah) ~ hödal (-Iah) 

In SaA, for near deixis (m. sg.) dah I dih, (f. sg.) diy (w i thou t 
interdentals!) may often be heard, and twice (c. pi.) dól (with interdental!) was 
recorded.710 

m. hàda 

f. hädiy 

709 

710 

The only dialect near with similar original velarization is SaA. Since SaA has gone through 
a comparable development with regard to the 2nd p. sg. suffixes (i.e. the original suffixes 
have yielded to a new set as well, cf. remarks made above), possible dialect contact of 'AgA 
and SaA does not seem a plausible option to account for the prominent and stable 
velarization in the new 'AgA suffix (indeed, such velarization is not obvious in the new 
SaA -a* suffix). 
These forms may be the result of dialect contact with group I, where we have the same sg. 
forms without interdentals. The interdental in the pi. may have been preserved because 
group I also has the phoneme d, albeit not in demonstratives (cf. m, 3.1.13.1.). Cf. also III, 
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Near deixis in 'AgA: 

SG. 

m. hâda 

f. hädiy 

PL. 

hâdôl ~ hädallah 

In 'AgA m. sg. dah I dih was recorded a number of times, and the c. pi. 
dól (like in SaA, with the interdental) was said to occur as well. A f. sg. *diy 
was not recorded. Once ilkalb ha # "this dog (in reference to a despised 
individual)" was recorded. 

Far deixis in SaA: 

SG. 

m. hâdâk 

f. hâdïkih 

PL. 
hödalläk ~ hädalläk 

Far deixis in 'AgA: 

SG. 

m. hâdâk 

f. hâdîk 

PL. 
c. (hâ)daUâk 

In both SaA and 'AgA non-final I of the pi. is doubled like in group I711. 

3.1.13.2. 
Examples recorded in SaA: halbê'ah "this sale (used in reference to a 

bride)", and adverbially in widdna nitrayyah hallëlih "we need to (or shall) rest 
this evening". 

Comparable to the example in BA (cf. Ill, 3.1.13.2.) one SaA instance 
occurred in which ha- was used to address persons unknown to the listener, but 
present in the mind of the speaker: gum, intuw 'ârfin yâ harrabi' "they have 
come, you know (this) oh men712". 

1.1.2. on the preservation of the interdental *d(but as d) in BA forms dâg, ydûg "taste" 
and (dra "sorghum". 

711 Cf. fn 461 to I, 3.1.13.1. 
7 ' 2 rab' is a "group of men", cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 255. 
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In SaA halwagt(iy) ~ halhin(iy) (~ ilhln) are current for "now", the former 

of which could be a hybrid form of the latter and dilwagt, which was recorded 

once. 
In 'AgA only halhïn (~ ilhln) "now" was recorded (but cf. also remark to 

near deixis in 'AgA in II, 3.1.13.1.). 

3.1.14. 
In SaA: 1) mln?, 2) ëh? ~ es?*, 3) lëh?, 4) wagtês?, 5) wên? (~ once 

fën?), 6) iyyät?, 7) këf? (~ twice izzây?), 8) gaddês?, 9) kam?. 

In 'AgA: 1) min?, 2) ëh? ~ es?*, 3) /ë/i? (~ once les), 4) wagrêl?, 5) 

wên?, 6) ryya/?, 7) keß, 8) not recorded, 9) akâm?. 

* Like in ÄA and SA of group I (cf. I, 3.1.14.), es tends to be used sentence-
initial, while ëh usually appears sentence-final in SaA. This is also true for 
'AgA, but the difference is less clear-cut. 

'alâm + suffix was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

3.1.15.1. 
Adverbs in SaA: 

1) hnäk (~ once elicited hnuh), 2) gâd (~ once gâdiy)*, 3) i7i/u7i (~ few times 
K-form /ii'na), 4) fa'ATi ~ K-form kidalkidih (~ once kidahu), 5) /ia//i?n ( - ;» (~ 
iV/ifn) ~ halwagt (-/>•) (~ twice dilwagtiy), 6) (î>sâ r (~ once /WM in the meaning 
of "not yet"), 7) minnu, 8) 'ügubha was not recorded in SaA, 9) ba'adên ~ 
ba'dên. 

* gâd was also recorded meaning "aside" or "out of the way", i.e. not 
necessarily far away, as in iw minnu thuttha gâd bardu,fi ssamis bardu. "and 
after that you lay it aside as well, in the sun as well", and (in combination with 
'a gal) binkawwmu 'a gâl gâd "we store it in heaps out of our way". 

Adverbs in 'AgA: 
1) hnâk (~ once hânêk), 2) gad, 3) ihnih (~ few times hâna, and K-form hinih), 

4) (only) kldih, 5) halhïn (~ ilhln), 6) not recorded, 7) minnu (~ twice minnih), 

8) cügubha was not recorded in 'AgA, 9) ba'dên. 
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3.1.15.2.1. 

One example (in an incomplete sentence) recorded in SaA: ma humtna 
Ihin xâfat inkân iygûl xöf Allah inkân sanah wall-aktar wall-agall. . . "They 
were now afraid, if like perhaps... if after a year or more... or less..." (the 
reference is to female relatives held in captivity by an enemy tribe; anything 
might have happened while they were held). No instances were recorded in 
'AgA. 

3.1.15.2.2. 

An example in SaA, where küd clearly refers to an undesired possibility: 
biziri bizirih. küd hâgah tiflit gasbin, ya'ni kêffi lèh? fi Ibüg Uli taww bitgCil 
'annu-nta "(sowing) the seeds one at a time, (to avoid that) perhaps something 
might slip through in spite (of me), like how... in the what? In the funnel you 
just mentioned." No instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

3.1.15.3. 

b ilhël was recorded once in SaA, but here in its original sense of "strong, 
in great strength": ani ssâ' . . . b ilhël. la sahh lay ilgawâz gêr agatti' gil "I am 
still in great strength. Marrying is not the right thing for me unless I skip a 
generation". No instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

3.1.15.4. 

biswès was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

3.1.15.5. 

In SaA min xöf was recorded elliptically in: binhutthi. . . 'a Ifaris. . . fi 
Imasarrah, min xôfilhawa "we put it... on the cloth... in the masarrah1^ to keep 
it out of the wind". No instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

713 A masarrah is an unroofed construction built of girid in which harvested dates are spread 
out in the sun to dry for about three days. Cf. misarr or masarr in LANE (1872), part 4, p. 
1525. 
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3.1.16. 
Prepositions in SaA (where similar paradigms are reported for 'AgA in 

the remarks below, SaA -kum should be substituted with -kuw I -kuw for 'AgA, 
cf. II, 3.1.12.2.). 

/ + *D <ala+*3) min+*^ wara+*5) 'ind+*6) 
SG. 
3.m. lëh 'alèh minnu warâh 'indu 
3.f. lëha 'alëha minha waräha 'indha 
2.m. lè"k 'alêuk minnuk waràk 'induk 
2.f. lék 'alêk minnik warâk 'indik 
I.e. lay*V 'alây(ya) minnï waräy 'indi 

PL. 
3.m. lëhum 'alëhum minhum warähum 'indhwn 
3,f. lêhin 'alëhin minhin warâhin 'indhin 
2.m. lêukum 'alêukum minkum warâkum 'indkum 
2.f. lêkin 'alêkin minkin warâkin 'indkin 
I.e. lëna 'alëna minna waràna 'indna 

*') Other independent forms occurred in SaA as well, e.g. ahum, ilha. These 
were not nearly as regular as the forms given above, however. The same is true 
for 'AgA. 

Recorded enclitically suffixed forms in SaA are: (older generation) 
ruhtluk "I went (lit.) for you", tug'udluk "you stay for yourself' (both ethical 
datives, cf. I, 4.14.3.), (younger generation) hagüllak "I'll tell you". It must be 
observed however, that enclitic suffixing of the verb gâl, ygül with /+ is not 
very regular in SaA; much more frequently one will hear gal lëh "he said to 
him", etc. The same is true for 'AgA. 

The unsuffixed preposition "for" is usually la in SaA and 'AgA, as in gum 
la mag'ad "they came to a circle of men". The independent preposition "with" 
is usually b in SaA and 'AgA, as in gabl il'irs ib lélih "one night before the 
wedding". 

A similar paradigm for b+ in SaA and 'AgA (although once blha in 
'AgA). An example of enclitically suffixed b+: marhabâbkum! "welcome to you 
(m. pi.)!" (SaA) (no enclitic suffixing of b+ recorded in 'AgA). 
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The same paradigm for ƒ<+ in SaA and 'AgA, but with i instead of ë, and 
no enclitically suffixed forms. 
*2> In SaA the 1st p. c. g. was always ll in the phrase sallet II 'a nnâbiy? "have 
you blessed the Prophet for me?". 
*3> The same paradigm in 'AgA. The independent forms 'ala and 'a occur, 
e.g. bittifgu lêhwn 'a yam "they agree on a (certain) day" (SaA), and yutlub 'a 
gadd ma yutlub "he asks as much as he can ask" ('AgA). 

Raising of final -a in 'ala was not heard in SaA and 'AgA. 
*4> Notice that in the 2nd p. m. and f. sg. the n is doubled in SaA, cf. remark 
*3> in III, 3.1.12.2. This form was not recorded in 'AgA, but similar doubling 
occurred in 'AgA minnï, minnu (~ minnih), minnak. An additional fform 
recorded in 'AgA is minhum. 

In sandhi both the unsuffixed forms min and mn were recorded in SaA and 
'AgA, e.g. it gib ilhallb imn ilganam "you get the milk from the goats", gôtar 
min ihnih "he went away from here". The independent form is then min, while 
mn may appear through (optional) sandhi syllabication (cf. I, 2.3.2.3.). 
*5) The preposition wara+ was not recorded in 'AgA. 

*6) When the preposition 'ind is followed by a consonant-initial suffix, it has 
an anaptyctic in 'AgA, as in 'indina, but not in SaA, where we have forms like 
'indhum, 'indna, etc. 

The preposition mi'+ has a very mixed paradigm in SaA, and several 
forms may occur side by side. Recorded were: 

SG. (1) (2) (3) PL.(l) (2) (3) 
mi'hum ~ mi'ahum 
mi'hin ~ mi'ähin 
mi'kum ~mi'kuw ~ mi'âkuw 

mi'kin ~ mi'äkin 

mi'na ~ mi'âna 

The forms in column (1) are presumably the original SaA forms. The 
forms in column (2) have come into use under influence of group I dialects, and 
the forms in column (3) have become current under the influence of the group 
III dialect-type. 

3.m. mi'âh 
3.f. tni'ha ~ mi'âha 
2.m. mi'»k ~ mi'âk ~ mi'âk 

2.f. mi'k ~ mi'kiy ~ mi'äkiy 

I.e. mi'ay ~ mi'&y 
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The initial h- of the suffix will usually reciprocally assimilate with the 

preceding ' to become hh: mihha, mihhum, mihhin. 

Forms recorded in 'AgA are: (sg.) im'u (!), mihha, mi'uk, mi'k, m'l, (and 
pi.), mihhum, mihhin, mi'kuw, mi'kin, mi'na. (cf. forms current in RA and SA 

in I, 3.1.16. where the high vowel of this preposition may be dropped in eligible 
positions as well). 

The preposition fig+ "above" has the SaA and 'AgA paradigm: (sg.)fögu, 
fögha,föguk,fögk,fögf, (pi.) föghumjöghin, fôgkum, fôgkin, fôgna, but forms 
with consonant-initial suffixes which include l were also recorded in SaA, as in 
(younger generation) fôgïhin,fôgîna, etc. 

Like in group I, the CA preposition *'an is 'in in SaA and 'AgA, and the n 

is doubled when vowel-initial suffixes are appended, e.g. bingül 'innu ... "we 

call it ...". 

3.1.17.1. 
Recorded in SaA and 'AgA: 

1. wâhid (~ few times wâhad) (m.)/wihdih (~ once wdhadah in SaA) (f.), 2. 
tnên (m.ytintên (f.)714 (the latter not recorded in 'AgA), 3. talâtah {tdlat (~ 
once taldt in 'AgA, cf. talät t-iftüs in AA, in I, 3.1.17.1.), 4. drba'ah {drba'}, 
5. xamsah {xams}, 6. sittah {sitt}, 7. sab'ah {sab'}, 8. tamânyah [tdman], 9. 
tis'ah [tis'}, 10. 'dsarah {'dsar). 

Raising of -ah occurs in conformity with II, 1.2.3.4.3.3. 
Measures like in group I, e.g.: talâtah mitr "three metres". Cardinal + pi. 

noun with reference to measures was not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

Recorded plurals with proclitic t- in SaA: 'dsar t-äläf "three thousand", 
xamis t-ushur "five months", tdlat t-iyyäm "three days", and xamis t-irgdl "five 
men", the latter example must reflect a base form rgâl (an older hamzah-imti&l 

pi. ''argäl is not known to me), which is treated like a C\C%âC^ reflex of 
*'aCiC2âC3 in analogy to a pi. like nfâr "persons" (< *'anfdr). Thus also quite 
regularly arba' t-infdr "four persons". 

In 'AgA: talat t-iyyäm "three days", sabi' t-äläf "seven thousand", 
'asara(h) t-iyyäm (!, cf. BaA xamsa(h) t-iyyäm in I, 3.1.17.1.). 

714 Cf. fn 501 to I, 3.1.17. 
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Monetary units with numbers 3-10 were not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

Months are referred to like in group I, e.g.: sahar itnên "February" (SaA), 
and salir ihdâsir "November" ('AgA). 

3.1.17.2. 
Recorded in SaA and 'AgA: awwal(-âniy), and tâniy. 

3.1.17.3. 
Recorded in SaA: (i)tnâsir "twelve", but also tamantas "eighteen". In 'AgA 

both forms ending in -âsir, as well as in -â'is occur, e.g.: ihdâsir, xamistâsir, 
and ihdâ'is, itnâ'is (without interdental), arba'tâ'is, xamistâ'is, tamantä'is. The 
forms in -âsir occur when the counted noun follows, but may also be used 
independently. 

Tens: 'isrln "twenty", talàtln "thirty", xamsln "fifty", sab'ln "seventy", tamânîn 
"eighty" (SaA and 'AgA). 

Hundreds in SaA and 'AgA: miyyih (in construction mit) "hundred", tultmiyyih 
"three hundred", rubi'miyyih "four hundred", xumismiyyih "five hundred". In 
'AgA forms like talatmiyyih "three hundred", arba'miyyih "four hundred", 
xamismiyyih "five hundred", tamanmiyyih "eight hundred" were also elicited. 

Thousands in SaA and 'AgA: alf "thousand", alfën "two thousand", talat t-äläf 
"three thousand", 'asar t-âlâf "ten thousand". 

3.1.18. 
The dual is formed by appending -en to the sg. noun, e.g.: dânên "ears" (a 

pseudodual) (SaA and 'AgA), yrudd isssâ' sa'en "he brings double retaliation" 
(SaA), girsèn "two piastres" (SaA), wâstên "two middle poles (in a tent)". After 
T: rikibtên "two knees" (SaA and 'AgA), leiten "two evenings", 'asàytën "two 
sticks" (SaA), samakatën "to fish" (SaA and 'AgA), sanatën "two years" (SaA 
and 'AgA). 
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Duals of body parts recorded in SaA: idën "hands", ïdèh "his hands", idayy 
"my hands", riglèn "legs", riglëuk "your legs", riglëukum "your legs", riglayy 
"my legs", dànên "ears", dânêh "his ears", dànayy "my ears". 

In 'AgA: dànên "ears", 'ënën "eyes", rikibtên "two knees", Idën "hands", 
and suwârbên (the last of which is a morphological hypercharacterization; a 
broken pi. (sawärib) is suffixed with the dual suffix). 

3.2. Verbal morphology. 

Although my material for SaA contains some contradictory information, I 
have allowed myself to make generalizations without omitting the facts that 
contradict these generalizations. 

In my opinion, the reason is that this contradictory information reflects the 
development SaA is going through: from a dialect-type originally spoken in 
southern Sinai (the Tür area), it is now developing towards a type-already 
spoken in the north, partly through dialect contact with other dialect types 
spoken there ('AgA and groups I and III), and partly through education, the 
media and increased mobility, whereby the younger generations are being 
exposed to CaA as well. 

The result of this development is that several forms exist side by side 
(sometimes even in the speech of one speaker, but more often the different 
forms can be assigned to different generations), often originally from the 
different dialects involved in the dialect contact, but sometimes new and unique 
forms have developed. These new forms occupy an intermediate position as 
"compromise" forms, so to speak, between the different forms of the different 
dialects (i.e. "interdialect" forms). 

To predict the path this development will follow is of course risky, as 
influencing future factors are as yet unknown, but indications are that SaA is 
developing towards the group III type. This type is itself already a dialect type 
considerably influenced by a sedentary dialect type spoken in the Egyptian Nile 
Delta. An important indication is the absence of interdentals t and d in the 
speech of the youngest generation (cf. remarks in III, 1.1.2.). 

We shall see that 'AgA verbal morphology strongly resembles that of group 
I, and that SaA verbal morphology has some important characteristics not shared 
by any of the surrounding dialects. 
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3.2.1.1. 
Like in RA, SA and BaA of group I, the two underlying perfect patterns for 

measure 1 in SaA and 'AgA are CiaC2iC^ and ClaC2aC3. The high vowel i of 
the first syllable in the surface base of the former (CiiC2iCi) is not dropped in 
conformity with II, 2.4., and is therefore considered to be "underlying" lal. It 
does not however "reappear" in closed syllables. 

perf. "drink" in SaA 

SG PL 
3.m. sirib sirbum*^ 
3.1'. sirbit sirbin*2^*^ 
2.m. siribt siribtum*1^ 
2.f. siribtiy siribtin*3') 
I.e. siribt siribna 

perf. "write" in SaA 

SG PL 
kâtab kâtabum*1) 
kâtabat kâtabin*V<*3) 
katâbt katàbtum*1) 
katâbtiy katdbtin*^ 
katâbt katâbna 

*') Notice the endings in -m in both 2nd and 3rd p. m. pi. in SaA (in contrast 
with groups I, III and IV). There is some contradiction in my material as to the 
vowel preceding the m in the CiaC2aC3-type perfect: I have elicited -am, as in 
kdtabam "they wrote", gd'adam "they sat down" but in spontaneous speech I 
have only recorded -urn, as in sdkanum. I have also elicited kdtabum, which is 
what has been generalized here (on the endings -an and -am, cf. remark below 
in II, 3.2.1.2.). 

When suffixed, these endings are û, and the m is absent in SaA, e.g. 
katabûh "they wrote it (m. sg.), sa'alûhin "they asked them (f.)", and also for 
CizC2iC3-type ma sirbüs "they did not drink". 
*2) Notice that the vowel in the 3rd p. f. pi. does not harmonize with the base 
vowel. The same problem presented itself with respect to the vowel preceding n 
in the CiaC2aC3-type: direct elicitation yielded -an and -in, but spontaneous 
speech only showed -in, which is what I have generalized here (on the endings 
-an and -am, cf. remark below in II, 3.2.1.2.). 
*3> n of the f. pi. ending is doubled when suffixed with vowel-initial suffixes, 
e.g. sirbinnu "they (f. pi.) drank it". 

In 'AgA the verbal endings are those listed for RA, SA and BaA in I, 
3.2.1.1. Stress in 'AgA forms is in conformity with II, 2.1.1., e.g.: kdtabaw 
"they (m.) wrote", kdtaban "they (f.) wrote" (notice also the harmonized vowels 
in these endings). 
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Like in group I and SaA, the i of the first syllable in the ('-type perfect is 

never dropped, and is therefore considered to be "underlying" lal. And like in 

SaA, this lal does not reappear in closed syllables, e.g.: sin'bt "I drank", sirbit 

"she drank". 

Raising of a in pre-stress syllables in the CiaC2aCj perfect is limited, and 
certainly not as high as in groups I or IV (cf. relevant chapters, 3.1.1.6.). 

3.2.1.2. 
The basic measure 1 imperfect patterns in SaA and 'AgA are like in group I 

yaCiC2aC3,yuC1C2uC3, and yiC1C1iCi, with harmonized vowels of the 
imperfect prefix. We have the following conjugations in SaA: 

Imperf. "drink" 

S G 
3.m. yäsrab*1^ 
3.f. täsrab 
2.m. tdsrab 
2.f. täsrabiy 
I.e. asrab 

PL 
yâsrabum*2) 
yasrabin*2^*^ 
tdsrabum*2) 

tâsrabin*2^*^ 
nâsrab 

"sit 

SG 
yûg'ud 
tiig'ud 
tûg'ud 
tügu'diy 
âg'ud 

PL 
yügu'dum*2) 
yügu'din*3~> 
tûgu'dum*2") 
tügu'din*^ 
nug'ud 

"write 

SG PL 
yi'ktib yikitbum*2) 
ti'ktib yiTcitbin*3') 
ti'ktib tikitbum*2) 
tîkitbiy tikitbin*^ 
dktib niktib 

*D For a remark on the vowel in the prefixes, cf. below (in this paragraph). 
*2) Notice the presence of m in the endings of the 2nd and 3rd p. m. pi. Again, 
there is some contradictory material on the vowel in the endings of the 2nd and 
3rd p. pi. of the yaCiC2aC3-type: I have several elicited instances of -am and 
-an, but in spontaneous texts I only recorded -urn and -in. 

When suffixed, the m disappears, and the u is lengthened, e.g. tutulbüh 

"you (m. pi.) demand it (m. sg.)". 

*3) Like in the perfect, the - n of the f. pi. imperfect ending is doubled when 
suffixed with vowel-initial suffixes, e.g. tutulbinnu "you (f. pi.) demand it". 

In 'AgA the imperfect forms of the a-type, «-type and /-type are identical 

with the forms reported for group I in I, 3.2.1.2. 
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Imperfect "plough"* 

SG PL 
3.m. yâharit yâhartum 
3.f. tâharit yâhartin 
2.m. tâharit tâhartum 
2.f. tâhartiy tâhartin 
I.e. âharit nâharit 

* Forms of measure 1 verbs with Q = X and C3 = L: yâgazlin ~ yi'gizlin 
"they (f.) weave", but also with C3 * L: tihlif yimtn "you swear" (cf. also II, 
2.2.2.). 

In 'AgA the imperfect forms of verbs with C, - X are like those reported 
for RA and SA of group I in I, 3.2.1.2. Measure 1 verbs of the *yaCiC2iC^ 
imperfect type, where Ci = X, but C3 = liquid with a conjugation like yiktib, 
have also been recorded in 'AgA, but also verbs with Cx = X and C3 * liquid (cf. 
examples in II, 2.2.2.). 

N.B. Although the forms with m are undoubtedly the original Sa A forms, it 
should be noted that they occurred exclusively in the speech of the older 
generation, and then mainly in sandhi, while the - uw ending in their speech 
occurred predominantly in pause. 

Younger SaA speakers used -uw in sandhi and in pause (compare -uw in 
'AgA, and -u in group III, cf. Ill, 3.2.1.). During direct elicitation they even used 
-aw in the a-type perfect and the a-type imperfect, also in sandhi and in pause, 
i.e. like forms in 'AgA and group I (cf. I, 3.2.1.). (cf. also remarks made on the 
variation of SaA pronominal suffixes -kum and -kuw ~ -kuw in II, 3.1.12.2.). 

The SaA ending -am in the a-type perfect (mentioned in II, 3.2.1.1.) and in 
the a-type imperfect mentioned above may be interpreted as an "interdialect 
form", i.e. a new and unique form resulting from dialect contact, which did not 
occur in that particular shape in any of the dialects involved in the contact715. In 
this case the m originated from SaA -urn, while vowel harmony in the verbal 
ending (yielding a in the a-type imperfects and perfects) originated in group I, 
so that -urn could become -am. 

715 Cf. TRUDGILL(1986), p. 62. 
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The ending -an is likely to be a straight loan from 'AgA or group I (since 
group III has invariable -in, cf. Ill, 3.2.1.), and its presence must have been 
instrumental in the creation of the new -am ending in a process of paradigmatic 
leveling.716 

This scenario of dialect contact is one, but on the other hand, another 
scenario is that the -am ending originated in the tertiae infirmae verbs, e.g. 
ramam "they threw" (cf. also remarks in II, 3.2.2.5.1.), from which it may have 
spread to other verbs. 

Another aspect of the ongoing development in SaA is the changing of the 
harmonized vowel a in the imperfect prefix of the a-type imperfect, which is 
yielding to i, also when stressed (i.e. like in AxA, cf. Ill, 3.2.1.). Thus the older 
speakers will quite consistently say yaftah "he opens" and yâftahum "they open" 
but among younger speakers yiftah and yiftahuw is not uncommon. In 'AgA the 
same was observed, e.g. yis'al and yisrab. 

3.2.1.3. 
For forms recorded in SaA cf. II, 3.1.1.9.: kibirna "we grew", but also 

giihuz "become ready". The latter example is again little to go on, but the 
raising of a described in I, 3.1.1.9. may have taken place, assuming that stress 
was originally on the second syllable in *gahuz (cf. also II, 2.1.1.2.1.5.). 

In 'AgA only kibir and kibrit were recorded. 

3.2.1.4. 
Forms of act. participles in SaA and 'AgA are like in group I. 

N.B. In one instance 'äyiztäha "she wants them (f. sg.)" was recorded in 'AgA, 
which is a peculiar hybrid form showing the lengthening of the vowel as in 
more sedentary 'äyzäha, and the t (of T) as in more bedouin 'äyzitha or 
'àwzitha. No instances were recorded in SaA. 

7 1 0 Although -am and -an were only recorded during direct elicitation, and they do not seem to 
be current in spontaneous speech, they appeared relevant enough to be mentioned here; 
even if the informant in question made everything up, he did follow a logical path of 
reasoning, and it is exactly such reasoning that led to the -urn endings of the 3rd p. pi.. 
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3.2.1.5. 

Imperatives of measure 1 in SaA are: dsrab, dsrabiy, dsrabum, dsrabin 
"drink!", lig'ud, ügu'diy, iigu'dum, ügu'din "sit down!", iktib, ikitbiy, ikitbum, 
ikitbin "write". 

It must be noted that these were recorded through direct elicitation, and 
vowel harmony in the f. sg. and m. and f. pi. endings in the a-type was then 
regular. I have, however, generalized the imperfect endings -iy, -urn and -in for 
the imperative7!7 (cf. r e m a r k s in II, 3.2.1.1. and II, 3.2.1.2.). 

To add to confusion: forms such as ds'ahtw "ask! (m. pi.)" were recorded 
in spontaneous speech. 

Imperative forms in 'AgA are like in group I: dsrab, dsrabay, dsrabaw, 
dsraban (i.e. like in the imperfect with the harmonized preformative); ûg'ud, 
ügu'diy, ügu'duw, ügu'din; iktib, ikitbiy, ikitbuw, ikitbin. 

3.2.2.1. 

Imperfect forms recorded in SaA all show monophthongized ö (cf. II, 
1.2.4.1.): wisil, yösal "arrive", wazan, yözin "weigh", warad, yörid "go to a 
water source", wagad, yögid "light (a fire)", and also tölad "she gives birth", but 
there is ü in the CA loan yûgab 'alêh "he should". 

Two primae wâw verbs in 'AgA are: wigif, yôgaf "stand", and warad, yörid. 

These forms also corroborate the earlier conclusion that vowel harmony in 
the imperfect prefixes is relatively recent when compared to 
monophthongization (cf. I, 3.2.2.1.). 

Imperfects of the type yiwCiC were not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

Imperatives in SaA: 

"pay attention" "get water" 
SG PL SG PL 

2.m. dw'a âw'am arid ördum 
2.f. dw'ay dw'an ôrdiy ördin 

717 The conclusion that the imperfect endings are the same as the endings for the imperative 
forms is drawn from the fact that in other dialects, as far as I am aware, this is always the 
case (although dialects that have -un and -in imperfect endings normally have imperative 
endings -u(w) and -i(y) respectively. DA is an example of this, cf. IV, 3.2.1.2. and 
3.2.1.5.). 
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Other imperatives: 

In SaA: âgaf, âgafiy, âgafum, âgafin. 

Primae wäw imperatives were not recorded in 'AgA. 

Active participles in SaA and 'AgA: wâgif, wâgfah, wàgfin, wâgfât. 

Passive participles in SaA and 'AgA: mawgûd, mawgüdah, mawgüdïn, 
mawgüdät. 

3.2.2.2. 
A primae y a verb recorded in SaA and 'AgA: y ibis, yêbas. 

3.2.2.3. 
Primae hamzah verbs have the following conjugation in SaA: 

perfect 
SG PL 

3.m. xad xâdum* 
3.f. xâdat xddin* 
2.m. xadt xddtum 

2.Î. xddtiy xddtin 
I.e. xadt xddna 

imperfect 
SG PL 

yäxud yäxdum 
tâxud yâxdin 

täxud täxdum 
täxdiy tâxdin 

äxud näxud 

The 'AgA conjugation is: 

perfect 
SG PL 

3.m. xad xddaw 
3.f. xâdat xddan 

2.m. xadt xddtuw 

2. f. xadtiy xddtin 

I.e. xadt xddna 

imperfect 

SG PL 
yäxud yäxduw 

täxud yâxdin 

täxud täxduw 

täxdiy täxdin 

äxud näxud 

The imperatives had several forms in SaA. Direct elicitation yielded xud, 

xiidiy, xüdum, xüdin (and similar imperatives for kal, yâkul), but also kul, kliy, 

klan, klaw. In spontaneous texts however, I recorded üxdiy ya bint! "take, girl!", 
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and ükluw ya rgäl! "eat, men!", so that the original forms are presumably kid (or 

perhaps ükuPl&), ükliy, üklum, and üklin (Cf. also remarks in I, 3.2.2.3.). 

Imperatives in 'AgA are: kul!, ükliy!, ükluw!, üklin! 

Active participles in SaA and 'AgA: mâkil, mâklah, mäklXn, mäklät. Passive 
participles were not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

"Eating" and "food" is wakl in both SaA and 'AgA. 

3.2.2.4.1. 
"say" in Sa ATM; 

perfect imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 

3.m. gâl gâlum* ygül ygülum 

3.f. gâlat gâlin* tgûl ygülin 

2.m. guit gultum tgûl tgülum 

2.f. gultiy gultin tgüliy tgülin 

I.e. gult gulna agül ngül 

* The problem of whether the endings are -an and -am, or -in and -um arose 
again because of the contradictory information (cf. remarks in II, 3.2.1.2.); 
direct elicitation yielded Mian, sâlam etc., while forms like sâdinni(h) # "they 
(f.) hunted us", sälin "they (f.) carried", gäbum "they brought", and sâfum "they 
saw" appeared in spontaneous texts. These latter forms have been generalized 
here. 

The 'AgA forms differing from the SaA forms are: (perfect) 3rd p. m. pi. 
gâlaw, 3rd p. f. pi. gälan, (imperfect) 3rd p. m. pi. ygüluw and 2nd p. m. pi. 
tgüluw. 

Perfect forms of the 1st p. c. sg. in SaA and 'AgA are: guit, suft, nimt, 

gumt, ruht, silt. An additional form in SaA: sumt, and an additional form in 
'AgA: xuft. 

718 NISHIO (1992), p. 91, reports üxud ~ xud , and ükul ~ kul (ibid. p. 21) (my transcription) 
for öbaliy Arabic (in southern central Sinai), and the Garärsah, who live to their west in 
the same area, also have üxud (M. Woidich, personal communication). 

719 Like in group I, gal, ygül can have the meaning of "do" in SaA and 'AgA, cf. fn 530. 
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N.B. SaA and cAgA £>-imperfect forms are like in group I: birûh ~ birûh, binäm 
~ biynâm, biglb ~ biygib, not 'brüh, *bnäm, 'bgib. 

3.2.2.4.2. 
One instance of a mediae infirmae imperative with a short base vowel in 

SaA is suf.' "look", but gül "say!" was also recorded. In 'AgAfut! "pass!" with a 
short base vowel was recorded, but also ruh! "go!". 

Imperatives in SaA with the verb gâb, ygîb: hat, hàtiy, hätum, hätin. In 
'AgA hätaw was recorded (so that the forms completing the set must be hat, 
hâtay, and hätan, cf. forms reported for DA in I, 3.2.2.4.2.), but suffixed hätüh 
"bring (m. pi.) him!". 

3.2.2.4.3. 
Both 'äyiz and 'âwiz were recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

3.2.2.5.1. 
In SaA we have the following conjugations of the tertiae infirmae (C3 = y): 

perf. "forget"*1) 
i'-type 

perf. "walk" 
a-type 

SG PL SG PL 

3.m. nisiy ni'syum mdsa mdsum* 

3.f. ni'syit nisyin mdsat mâsan* 

2.m. ni sit nisitum malet masëtuw 

2.f. nisitiy nisltin masêtiy masêtin 

I.e. nistt nisina masèt masëna 

* Here we encounter the same problem of the -am or -an endings: direct 
elicitation yielded -am and -an, but in spontaneous texts I recorded mâsum and 
râmum, so -urn is what has been generalized. I did not however, record any 3rd 
p. f. pi. of tertiae infirmae in spontaneous texts, so there is a chance that the f. 
pi. form is actually mâsin. 
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The 'AgA teniae infirmae imperfect conjugation: 

SG PL SG PL 
3.m. m'siy nisyuw mäsa mäsaw*1) 
3.f. m'syit nisyin mäsat mdsan*2) 
2.m. nisit nisit uw masèt masëtuw 
2.1 nisitiy nisitin masétiy masêtin 
I.e. nisit nisïna masèt masêna 

*') Negated: ma masùs "they did not go". Suffixed ramüh "they threw it (m. 
sg.)". Suffixed and negated: ma ramùhs {ma ramuhis #) "they did not throw it 
(m. sg.)". 

*2) Negated: ma masans "they (f.) did not go". Suffixed ramannu "they threw 
it (m. sg.)". Suffixed and negated: ma ramannûS "they (f.) did not throw it (m. 
sg.)"-

3.2.2.5.2. 
Tertiae infirmae imperfect conjugations in SaA: 

"forget" "walk" 
a-type Mype 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. yânsa y ans um* yi'msiy yimsum 
3.f. tânsa ydnsan* timsiy yimsin 
2.m. tânsa tânsum* timsiy ti'msum 
2.f. tànsay tdnsan* timsiy ti'msin 
I.e. ansa nânsa âmsiy nîmsiy 

* On whether the endings are not -am and -in, cf. remark in II, 3.2.2.5.1. 
Since I have only recorded -an in the 2nd and 3rd p. f. pi. and -ay in the 2nd p. 
f. sg. (but both during direct elicitation only), the forms listed above have been 
generalized. 

The 'AgA conjugations of the imperfects of the verbs nisiy, yansa, and 
mâsa, yimsiy are identical to the conjugations listed for group I (cf I 
3.2.2.5.2.). 

N.B. Apocopated imperfects were not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 
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3.2.2.5.3. 
Apart from xallak ma'ày! "stay with me!", no apocopated imperatives were 

recorded in SaA (on the pron. suffixes, cf. II, 3.1.12.2.). In 'AgA no apocopated 
imperatives were recorded.720 

3.2.2.5.4. 
Active participles in SaA and 'AgA are like in group I, e.g.: wäfiy "deep", 

masyih "walking (f. sg.)". 

Examples of passive participles in SaA: matwiy "covered", and madmiy 
"man who belongs to a group that is liable for a killing"721. No passive 
participles were recorded in 'AgA. 

3.2.2.5.5. 
Only masy was recorded in SaA. 

3.2.2.6.1. 
The verb "come" in SaA; 

perfect imperfect 

SG PL SG PL 
3.m. giTz*1) gum ytgiy yigum 

3.f. gât gin tïgiy yigin 

2.m. git git urn tlgiy tigum 
2.f. gitiy git in ttgiy tîgin 

I.e. git gina âgiy nigiy 

*') Forms with proclitic I-, such as iga, igat (i.e. like in group III, but gum, 
and gin) were recorded through direct elicitation in SaA, but the forms listed in 
the conjugation above occurred in spontaneous texts.722 In 'AgA one instance of 
iga "he came" occurred in spontaneous speech, but gih occurred more regularly. 

7 2 0 Apocopated imperatives do occur in the dialect of the Garârsah of Wädi Ferän in southern 
Sinai, e.g. gann "sing!", imis "go!" (M. Woidich, personal communication). 

7 2 1 Cf. STEWART (1990), glossary, p. 210. 
7 2 2 This is an example of how direct elicitation may lead to the production of K-forms (cf. 

remarks in A. II. d. Gathering linguistic material in the introduction of this study). The 
forms recorded in spontaneous speech were generalized in the conjugation listed here. 
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In 'AgA the perfect forms are identical to the forms listed for SaA. With 
the exception of SaA 3rd p. m. pi. yigum (yiguw in 'AgA), and 2nd p. m. pi. 
tigum {tlguw in 'AgA), the SaA imperfect forms listed above are current in 
'AgA as well. 

Additional remarks on SaA: 

Negated forms in SaA are: (sg.) ma gas, ma gäts, ma gits, ma gîtïs, ma gits, 
(pi.) (m is not present in) ma gûs, ma gins, (m not present in) ma gltüs, ma gltins, 
ma gînâs. 

The plural m is also dropped when suffixed in the following examples: 
(imperfect) ygüna "they come to us", (perfect) gühum "they came to them". 
Another example of final -a of gih (cf. II, 1.2.4.4.1.) being lengthened is: gâh 
"he came to him. The final -iy of the imperfect is lengthened in conformity 
with I, 2.1.2.3. as in agi"k "I come to you". 

The first example also shows that the imperfect prefix is without i in 
connected forms (and in the last example a of the 1st. p. c. sg. is short). Other 
examples are: bigüna "they come to us", and ygük "they come to you". 

When b precedes ylgiy the resulting form is byïgiy, but this may become 
bîgiy (cf. II, 4.3.). 

3.2.2.6.2. 
Imperatives of the verb "come" recorded in SaA are: ta'âl and ta'äluw 

(without pi. -m), but one would expect ta'âl, ta'âliy, ta'älum and ta'âlin. In 
'AgA only m. sg. ta'â! (without the /) was recorded. 

3.2.2.6.3. 
Active participles in SaA and 'AgA are: gây (cf. also II, 3.1.15.1.), gây ah, 

gäyln, gäyät. 
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3.2.2.7.1. 
Mediae geminatae imperfect conjugation in SaA: 

"wrap, turn around" in SaA 
perfect imperfect 
SG PL SG PL 

3.m. laff lâffum ylijfi) yliffum 
3.f. lâjfat lâffan*1-) tUff yliffin 
2.m. liffêt*V lijfêtum*1) tliff tliffum 
2.f. liffètiy*» liffëiin tuffiy tiffin 
I.e. liffët*V liffëna*^ aliff nliff 

*') Unstressed a of the first syllable preceding ê is usually raised, and not only 
in neutral environments. Other examples (from spontaneous speech) are: middët 
you stretched", ruddëtum "you (m. pi.) returned", hibbèna "we liked" and xissët 
"I entered". But dallët "I remained" and habbêt "I liked" were also recorded. 
*2) Only -an was recorded in direct elicitation. The endings in -ê+, and this 
-an show that these mediae geminatae have a conjugation similar to the teniae 
infirmae. 

In 'AgA the verbal endings are identical with those in group I in neutral 
environments (cf. I, 3.2.2.7.1.), e.g. xass, xassaw, xassan. Like in SaA (and also 
in BaA of group I), raising of the a occurs in pre-stress closed syllables, e.g. 
xissët "I entered", xissëtuw "you (m. pi.) entered" (cf. also II, 3.2.3.4.4.). 

3.2.2.7.2. 
Imperatives are like in group I. 

3.2.2.7.3. 
Active participles and passive participles are like in group I, e.g.: dâll 

"staying", hau "having placed" (also 'AgA), and a passive (gahawah - form, cf. 
II, 2.2.1.2.) mahadüd "bordered off' in SaA (no passive participle was recorded 
in 'AgA). 

3.2.3.1.1. 
Like in groups I, III and IV, measure n-1 is the basic passive measure to 

measure 1. 
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Unlike the other dialect groups in northern Sinai, SaA and 'AgA have an 
(i)n- preformative for the perfect, which has the pattern (IjnCxaCiaCi,. The 
imperfect pattern is yinC\iC2iC-$. 

Stress in SaA and 'AgA is of the mdktaba-Vyps, but since the (i)n- prefix is 
not a stressable unit, the forms are stressed: (i)nC\âCiaCz, yinCiiCiiCi (cf. II, 
2.1.1., and II, 2.1.1.2.2.1.). 

The high vowel in the second syllable is not dropped, so that it may be 
considered to be underlying lal. This lal does not "reappear" in closed syllables, 
e.g. tinxibtum "you (m. pi.) collide" (SaA), yindirbuw "they are beaten ('AgA)". 

One example in SaA shows that y is not dropped in yinhiryin "they (f.) are 
cooked until they desintegrate" (cf. also tertiae infirmae in II, 3.2.3.3.1., and 
also BaA in I, 3.2.3.3.1.). 

3.2.3.1.2. 
In SaA and 'AgA, as in group I, measure n-1 mediae geminatae have a in 

perfect and imperfect: (i)ndâbb, yindâbb "be filled", (i)nhdtt, yinhdtt "be 
placed". 

3.2.3.1.3. 
Measure rc-1 mediae infirmae in SaA and 'AgA have â in perfect and 

imperfect: (i)nhän, yinhân "be insulted", (i)nsäl, yinsâl "be carried" (both SaA), 
and (i)ngäl, yingâl "be said" ('AgA). 

3.2.3.1.4. 
We find one example in SaA: minhâf "grained (of a goat skin)"723. 

3.2.3.2. 
No r-1 measure was recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

3.2.3.3.1. 
Like in measure n-1, stress in measure 1-f in SaA and 'AgA is an exception 

to the stress rule (cf. II, 2.2.1.). The preformative of the perfect is (;'), and the 
vowel of the second syllable in the imperfect is i. Although this high vowel is 
underlying lal (since it is not dropped), a does not "reappear" in closed syllables. 
The patterns are (ijCitdCiaCi, yiC\tiCiiCi. 

7 2 3 This is how it was glossed to me. For a related verb, cf. LANE (1865), Part 2, root h-w-f, p. 
672 (there measure 5). It was used here with reference to a si'n "goat skin used to churn 
butter", cf. BEHNSTEDT/WOIDICH (1994), pp. 207-8. 
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Examples in SaA and 'AgA: (i)ftâkar, yiftikir "think", (i)ttdfag, yittifig 
"agree" (and yittifgum "they agree"), (i)stâra, yistiriy "buy", and like in measure 
rc-1, y of tertiae infirmae is not dropped in SaAyistiryum "they buy" (no 
example available for 'AgA, cf. also BaA in I, 3.2.3.3.1. and 'AA in V, 

3.2.3.3.1.). 

3.2.3.3.2. 

Measure 1-? mediae infirmae: (i)xtâr, yixtâr "choose" (SaA), (i)'tâs, yi'tâs 
"make a living" {'AgA). 

3.2.3.3.3. 
Measure l-t media geminatae: (i)ltamm, yiltamm "be gathered" (SaA), 

(i)htall, yihtall "occupy (of land) ('AgA). 

3.2.3.3.4. 

Examples of participles in SaA are: mihtirfih "twisted, incorrect", misti'wiy 
(m. sg.), misti'wyih (f. sg.) "ripe", and an example of a medial weak verb is 
mihtâg "in need (of)". 

In 'AgA only mintasrah "spread out" was recorded. The fact that a 
"reappears" here may be due to the fact that the word is from a higher register. 

3.2.3.4.1. 
Unlike measure asta-l in group I, measure (i)sta-\ in SaA has 

morphologically fixed a in perfect and imperfect (i.e. in analogy to measure f-2, 
cf. II, 3.2.3.5.). The patterns are (i)staClC2aC3, yistaClC2aC3.

124 Examples (all 
from spontaneous speech): (i)stahmal, yistahmal "bear", (i)sta'gal, yista'gal 
"hurry", (i)stawtan, yistawtan "settle". 

In 'AgA no examples were recorded. 

3.2.3.4.2. 
Not recorded in SaA or 'AgA, 

3.2.3.4.3. 
Not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

7 2 4 The vowel a is also morphologically fixed in the eastern Sarqiyyah, cf. WOIDICH (1979), pp. 
89-90, and BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1985b), map 254. 
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3.2.3.4.4. 

In SaA and 'AgA (i)sta'add, yista'idd (with i) "prepare (oneself)" was 
elicited. In 'AgA raising of a in pre-stress syllables was observed like in measure 
1 mediae geminatae (cf. II, 3.2.2.7.1.), e.g. (i)sta'iddët (< (i)sta'addët) "I 
prepared". 

3.2.3.4.5. 

Recorded in SaA and 'AgA: mista'idd ~ misti'idd, misti'iddln "pepared, 
ready". 

3.2.3.5. 

Like in groups I, III and IV, vowel distribution in measure 2 alternates 
morphologically in SaA and 'AgA: a in perfect, and i in imperfect. The patterns 
are: C\aCiCiaCi, yCiaCiC^iC?,. 

Like measure (i)sta-1 in SaA, measure t-2 has morphologically fixed a in 
perfect and imperfect in SaA and 'AgA. The patterns are: (i)tCiaC2C2aCi, 
yitC\aC2C2aCi. Unlike the situation in group I, ta- did not occur as the verbal 
prefix in Sa A. It did occur twice in 'AgA perfect forms (but not in the 
imperfect): tagabbah "he uttered shameful things (obscenities)", tagawwaz "he 
got married". 

3.2.3.5.1. 

Examples of measure 2 imperfect in SaA: yfaddginnu "they (f.) crack it 
(m. sg.) open", ma y'allgûs "they do not comment", twakkilnî "you feed me". 
In 'AgA: biylaggiy "he goes", biylagguw "they go", biybayytuw "they spend the 
night". 

Examples of perfect in SaA: ma maddannas "we did not become civilised (here: 
live a settled life in civilisation)", ma lawwatüs "they did not soil". 
In 'AgA: ga"ad "he received in his circle of men (i.e. mag'ad)", kâttafu "he 
tied his hands". 

Elision of the high vowel in sandhi: bissarrx isrâx "she cries out", ywall' 
innâr "he lights the fire". 
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3.2.3.5.2. 
Examples of measure 2: binsawwlha "we make it (f. sg.)" (SaA, 'AgA), 

awarriuk "I show you". Notice that y is dropped in SaA ysawwum "they make", 
and in 'AgA ylagguw "they go". 

3.2.3.5.3. 
Like in group I "give food, feed" is wakkal, ywakkil in SaA. 

3.2.3.5.4. 
Examples of t-2 imperfect (SaA): nitwakkal 'a-llâh "we put our trust in 

God", bitxayyatin sawa "they (f.) sew together", bnitxarrafwe speak together", 
yitgadda "he has breakfast". 

In 'AgA: btitkallam "they (f. sg.) say", titdalla "they (f. sg.) are lowered 
(of pails in a well)". 

Examples of t-2 perfect (SaA): itwakkal 'a-lläh "he put his trust in God", 
itgadda "he had breakfast". 

In 'AgA: (i)txarraf'he spoke". 

3.2.3.5.5. 
Verbal nouns of measure t-2 were not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. Verbal 

nouns of measure 2 have a taCiCziCi pattern, e.g.: taxmln "guessing", tanglt 
"sowing (of watermelon seeds by dropping seeds one at a time)", tangïl 
"transport", tahmls "roasting (of coffee beans)". 

Verbal nouns of tertiae infirmae were not recorded in SaA and 'AgA 

3.2.3.5.6. 
Measure 2 active participles: mxarrib "having destroyed" (SaA), msarrig 

"going north" ('AgA). 

Measure 2 passive participles: mxaUal (SaA), mbahhar "spiced" ('AgA). 

Measure t-2 active participles: mitgattiy "covered" (SaA), (loan) mit'akkid 

"convinced" ('AgA). 
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3.2.3.6. 
Like in group I: SaA and 'AgA have morphological alternation of i and a 

in measure 3, and morphologically fixed a in measure f-3. The verbal 
preformative in measure f-3 is fi)t-, rather than 'ta- (like in measure f-2, cf. II, 
3.2.3.5., and in contrast with group I). The patterns are: (measure 3) CiâCzaC^,, 
yC\âC2iC-i, and (measure /-3) (i)tC\äCiaC-x„ yhCiaCiaC^. 

3.2.3.6.1. 
Examples of measure 3 in SaA: nägas, ynâgis "discuss", sâ'ad, ysâ'id 

"help", gada, ygädiy "take to court" (y is dropped in ygädum). In 'AgA: bâyan, 
ybâyin "show (intrans.), be visible". 

Examples of measure f-3: (i)tbâda', yitbâda' "exchange improvized verses", 
(i)tkâwan, yitkâwan "fight, quarrel", (i)tlâga, yitlâga "meet (each other)". In 
'AgA: (i)tnâwal, yitnäwal "receive, take". 

N.B. The semantic function of measure t-3 mentioned for AA in I, 3.2.3.6.1. 
was not observed in SaA and 'AgA. 

3.2.3.6.2. 
The active participles of measures 3 and r-3 are like in group I, e.g. (SaA): 

(measure 3) mwâfig "having agreed" (also 'AgA), mgâbil "meeting", mbâriy 
"camel in its third year", (measure f-3) mitgâblïn "meeting (m. pi.) each other", 
mitnawil "having received, taken" ('AgA). 

An example of a measure 3 passive participle is mnâsabah "occasion" 
(SaA), but none were recorded in 'AgA. 

3.2.3.6.3. 
Verbal nouns of the tCiêCiiCj-type were not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

3.2.3.7.1. 
Although imperfect forms like yitli' "take out" (yatla' "come out"), yirkib 

"make mount, ride" (yarkab "mount"), yib'id "take away", yikrim "treat 
hospitably (of a guest)", yilhig "add (of food)", yirkin "put aside", yitlig "set 
loose", yisgiy "give water" were recorded in SaA, there is no real evidence that 
the fourth measure is productive since perfect forms of the aCiCjaC^-type were 
not recorded, nor were participles of the miC\C2iCylypz (the only participle of 
this type occurred in a poetic passage: mirxiy "letting down"). 
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Other originally measure 4 verbs are: ydlr "let go round" (ydür "go 

around, turn"), yrld "want" (no mCirC3-type participles were recorded), yhimm 

"be of importance". Perfects recorded are: habbët "I loved", hibbëna "we 

loved". 

The conclusion is that, although we cannot exclude the possibility of an 
active fourth measure in SaA, this does not appear to be very likely considering 
that there were no indications to corroborate this in about 5 hours of speech. 

In 'AgA measure 4 is active, e.g.: a'ta, yi'tiy "give", ab'ad, yib'id "go 
away", atlag, yitlig "(here) send out". A (lexicalized) active participle is migdim 

"front pole in a tent". 

3.2.3.7.2. 
Cf. preceding paragraph. 

3.2.3.7.3. 

The verb "give" is idda, yiddiy in SaA, and a'ta, yi'tiy (~ adda, yiddiy) in 

'AgA. 

3.2.3.7.4. 
No instances were recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

3.2.3.7.5. 
sann, ysinn "wait" was recorded in SaA, but not in 'AgA. gall, ygill 

"reduce" is an example of (at least orginally; a participle was not recorded) a 

measure 4 verb in 'AgA, which should account for the phonetic quality of the 

high vowel (cf. I, 1.2.3.3.). 

3.2.3.7.6. 
Imperatives of original measure 4 verbs in SaA: tili' "take out!", irkid "lay 

down! (your gear)!" (as an invition to dismount and stay as guests)". In 'AgA: 

i'tiy "give! (m. sg.)". i'tuw "give! (m. pi.)". An imperative of a mediae 

infirmae is dir "go around!". 

3.2.3.7.7. 
Cf. remarks in II, 3.2.3.7.1. 
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3.2.3.8. 

Measure 9 has a conjugation like the mediae geminatae of measure 1. The 
forms recorded through direct elicitation in SaA were (perfect) (i)hmdrr, 
(i)hmarrat, (i)hmarrêt, (i)hmarram (which should presumably be (i)hmarrum, 
since both measure 9 and mediae geminatae conjugate like tertiae infirmae), 
(i)hmarran. Recorded imperfect forms: yihmârr, tihmdrr (for variation of the 
verbal endings, cf. remarks in II, 3.2.2.5.). 

'AgA has its own verbal endings for measure 9, also based on its tertiae 
infirmae conjugation: (sg.) (i)hmarr, (i)hmarrat, (i)hmarrët, (i)hmarrëtiy, 
(i)hmarrêt, (pi. ) (i)hmarraw, (i)hmarran, (i)hmarrêtuw, (i)hmarrètin, 
(i)hmarrêna. 

The active participle is mihmdrr. 

3.2.3.9. 

The quadriliteral verbs conjugate like measure 2 in SaA and 'AgA, e.g. 
(SaA): salwag, ysalwig "do in a hasty and sloppy manner", laxbat, ylaxbit 
"confuse", rafraf, yrafrif "flutter", and 'AgA gahwa, ygahwiy "serve coffee". 

The quadriliteral verbs with the (i)t- prefix conjugate like measure r-2, 
e.g.: (i)tmadmad, yitmadmad "rinse the mouth" (SaA), (ijtgahwa, yitgahwa "be 
served coffee" ('AgA). 

The verb götar, ygötir "go" was heard once in SaA125, and twice in 'AgA. 

Participles of quadrillerais were not recorded in SaA. 

4. Remarks on syntax. 

4.1. 

One instance of nunation in SaA occurred in a poetic passage: sügah 'ala-
lli wäfyätin. ihgügah "present it to the man whose (legal) rights are respected". 

In 'AgA nunation was recorded several times, and always in poetry. An 
example is: (#) isbayyin balâ fêd mâ-rïd "I do not want a worthless lad". 

725 Although members of the younger generations said that the (typically bedouin) verbs götar, 
ygötir, lagga, ylaggiy, and also 'aggad, y'aggid were not common in SaA, a member of 
the older generation was heard to use the verb lagga, ylaggiy twice, and götar, ygötir once. 
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SaA has the CA loans masalan "for instance", tab'an "of course", 'asâsan 

"originally", and also a rarer CA loan hatman "definitely". 

4.2. 
Like in group III, negation of the verb is regularly done in SaA and 'AgA 

with bi-partite ma .. . I, and less regularly with ma ... si. 

Examples in SaA: ma sufiis "I did not see", ma biywaffrus "they are not 
sparing", ma gins "they (f.) did not come", ma gas "he did not come", ma güs 
"they did not come", ma gâlûhâs "they did not say it (f. sg.)", ma txäfis minhi(h) 
"don't be afraid of it (f. sg.)", ma yhimmüksi "don't let it bother you", ma 
ramassi "he did not throw it" (with assimilated h). 

Examples in 'AgA: ma bi'rafus "they don't know", ma suftüks "I did not 
see you", ma ramëtüs "I did not throw it; you (m. pi.) did not throw", ma 

ramannus "they (f. pi.) did not throw it", ma mas OS "they did not go". 

Negating prepositional phrases in SaA: ma lèhsi "not to him", ma Ihâs ~ 
ma lëhâs "not to her", ma mi'is "not with me". (None were recorded in 'AgA). 

Negating nominals and participles in SaA and 'AgA: al'agwah mis wähid 

w asâb'ak mis wähid "Pressed dates are not all alike, and your fingers are not all 
alike" (SaA), mis gâ'id itliff iw bass "(you should) not just (be) sitting and 
traveling around" (SaA), bass iykûn tâli' min issigin sirif, mis wähid hämil "but 
he should be coming out of prison as an honourable man, not a worthless man" 
(SaA), mis 'ârfât "they (f.) do not know" ('AgA), dafi I'asr ilgadlm, misfi I'asir 

halhin "that was in the old days, not nowadays" ('AgA). 

The single negation ma in SaA was recorded mainly in poetic passages, 

e.g.: "mä ximinna yä Salämah tagbal albartll 

bahsa:b ti'dil hallfak yam haggah yim'd 

"We would not have guessed, oh Salämah, that you would accept a bribe, 

I reckoned you would have treated your ally fairly when his (legal) rights take a 

(bad) turn". 

In a few instances single ma was used to make the negation more 

emphatic (like in group III), e.g. mä hadèt (SaA), and mä haz'al "I shall not be 

angry" ('AgA). 

In 'AgA single mä (without s(i)) was also used a number of times in 

negation when quoting other speakers, e.g. ilkân gölak mä ysir zayyfi'lak, wallâh 
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la-gta' rdsak "if your words will not match your deeds, by God, I shall cut your 
head off'. 

4.3. 

In SaA and 'AgA, like in groups I and III, the è-imperfect is used to 
express the habitual present tense; or the present continuous. 
Examples: flh banàt 'âd min ilikbâr ibyibninnu, biyibninnu tlnih "there are girls, 
of the grown-ups, who build it, they build it from clay" (SaA), gabl ilharb kân 
birrüh Falastin "before the war we used to go to Palestine" (SaA), ya Dàhir, lêh 
ibtudrub. . . al'asâkir? "Oh Dähir, why are you hitting... the soldiers?" ('AgA). 

Examples of merged prefixes bi-, and ba-, the latter being much more 
regular than in group I (cf. I, 4.3.): bigûl lèuk ëh? "what does he say to you? 
(SaA), bass ilblr bagba matwiy "but the well is (always) covered" (SaA), Abu 
Nuwwâb ibyusruf, y a'ni busruf min gêbih 'Abu Nawwäb spends, that is, he spends 
money from his (own) pocket" ('AgA). 

4.4. 

The use of ha- as a future marker preceding the imperfect is not 
uncommon in SaA and 'AgA, e.g.: mis iddaxanah hafigiy 'alëuk? "is the smoke 
not coming towards youT'(SaA), inkânnu biriy, hay gul ' biriy', w inkânnu 
ma'atiib haygid 'ma'atiib' "if he is innocent, he will say 'innocent', and if he is 
injured, he will say 'injured' (i.e. guilty)"726 (SaA), gâl lêh :' in gult taz'al. ' gâl 
lêh: 'la, ma haz'al. ' "He said to him: 'If I tell (you), you will be angry.' He said 
to him 'No, I shall not be angry.'" ('AgA). 

In addition, futurity may be expressed with suffixed widd or bidd (cf. II, 
4.11.). 

7 2 6 This was said with reference to the bis'ah "fire ordeal". When someone is "injured", i.e. 
his tongue is burnt as a result of licking the hot iron, he is concluded to be guilty of the 
crime he is accused of. The reasoning is that the mouth of a guilty person will go dry for 
fear of being found out. Cf. also fn 50 to I, 3.2.3.5.6. 
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4.5 . 

The prepositional predicate of nominal sentences fih is common in SaA 
and 'AgA. The regular negation is ma fis (mäs or ma fih were not recorded). 

4.6.1.1. 
The conjunction yarn "when" only appeared once in a poetic passage in 

SaA: bahsäb ti'dil halifak yam haggah yimil "I reckoned you would treat your 
ally fairly when his rights are lost". The variations mentioned in I, 4.6.1.1.2.1. -
4.6.1.1.2.4. were not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. Instead, variations on lamma 
are current. 

4.6.1.2. 
Variations on lamma are current in SaA and 'AgA. 

4.6.1.2.1. 
Examples of lamma used independently: lamma bigüna nâs. .. asil ibtû' 

aggâbal, bigaddru-nnihna ya'ni 'ëh? hadar. "when people come to (visit) us, 
who are originally from the desert, they regard us as what? hadar127" (SaA), 
gâm lamma sirib, imn awwalfingâl. . . tammam "Then, when he drank, from the 
first cup... he (disapprovingly) said 'mmm'" ('AgA). 

4.6.1.2.2. 
The conjunction lamman may be used independently (first example, not 

recorded in 'AgA) or suffixed, as recorded in SaA and 'AgA: yârga'uw tßniy 
lamman yd'arfuw tili' min 'indna "they go back again when they learn that he 
has left us"(SaA), "alwalad lammannu yrüh hü w abiih, aw gabil hü yimsiy, 
biyalg-axuw Ibint "the boy, when he goes together with his father, or before he 
goes, he meets with the brother of the girl" (SaA), hukm isSa'udiy lammannu 
. .. masak alblâd w ihtallhih, .. . "the reign of the Saoudi, when he took the 
land and occupied it, ..." ('AgA). 

4.6.1.2.3. 
Two SaA examples of the conjunction lamma in its meaning of "until": 

biyhuttüh fi ssams lamma yansaf "they put it in the sun until it dries", 
binnagglhin w inhutthinfi Imallih bardu. lamma: yinhiryin "and we put them (f.) 
in the hot ashes as well. Until they (f.) are cooked until they disintegrate". An 

727 hadar - settled, as opposed to nomadic population - 'arab. 
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example in 'AgA: iybussfi bint Sâlim iw bibussfi bint 'Aliy iw biybussfi bint iflän 
lamma ti'igbu bint.. . fidàn "he looks at Sâlim' s daughter, and he looks at 'Aliy's 
daughter, and he looks at the daughter of ... so-and-so, until he likes so-and-so's 
daughter". 

Conjunctions lam or lömin were not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

4.6.2. 

hatta and hattan were not recorded in SaA, and in 'AgA only independent 
hatta: biysïr lönah lâhû abyad wala-hdmar zayy hädih, hatta mä tbâyin fih 
al'arag walla hàgih "its colour does not become white or red like this, so that 
sweat or anything is not visible on it", and ibin Sa'üd dabah minhum kitlr, hatta 
ta'aw "Ibn Sa'üd slaughtered many of them, until they obeyed". 

4.7.1. 

Unconjugated gâm is current in SaA and 'AgA as a "marker of consequent 
action". An illustrative example of this marker "having lost its function of 
launching an action or of a consequent action and merely marking a sequence of 
events in order to attract the attention of the hearer"728 is: gâm mâtat willytu "his 
wife then died" (SaA). An example in 'AgA is: gâm Abu Nuwwâb, kabb ilbikârig 
kullhihfi nnâr "Abu Nawwâb then threw all the coffee pots in the fire". 

4.7.2. 

râh was not recorded as an auxiliary in SaA or 'AgA. 

4.7.3.1.1. 

The conditional inkân "if is current in SaA and 'AgA, e.g.: w inkàn 
wiyyâh girsën, ya'nißh 'arabön la Ikalâm "and if he has some money (lit. two 
piasters) with him, there is a down payment for the whole thing" (SaA), and 
inkân gôlak ysïr zayy fi'lak "if what you say is going to be like what you do" 
('AgA). 

4.7.3.1.2. 

inkân may be suffixed in SaA as well, e.g.: inkânnu biriy, haygid 'biriy' "if 
he is innocent, he will say 'innocent'", inkânhum lamma ydsrabum, iysawwi 'a 

dignu, i'rif innu xarit xüsah "if they, when they drink, (changed subject to he) 

728 Cf. remarks in worDICH (1995), p. 265-6. 
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spills on his chin, then know that he is a knife's clipping"729. No instances were 
recorded in 'AgA. 

4.7.3.1.3. 

ilkän occurs in SaA and 'AgA as well: ilkän iygäwbuw 'mäsiy' [...], lâzim 
iygüluw 'a "if they answer (saying) 'okay', they have to answer (saying) 'yes'" 
(SaA), ilkän gölak mä y fir zayy fi'lak, wallah la-gta' râsak "if what you say is 
not going to be like what you do, by God, I shall cut your head off' ('AgA). 

4.7.3.1.4. 
An example of izkän in SaA: izkän abüha ya'ni tayyib, mawgüd ya'ni 'a 

Ihayäh. bigül: 'w Allah ihna tâlbïn bintuk y a flan "if her father is well, still 
alive, that is, he says: 'By God, we ask for (the hand of) your daughter, oh so-
and-so'". 

An example of suffixed iza kan in 'AgA: w iza kânnih zi'lân "and if he is 
angry". 

4.7.3.1.5. 
kan as an independent conditional (i.e. without preceding in-, il-, or iz ~ 

iza), either suffixed or unsuffixed, was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 
Constructions of the type (in-) lean inn were not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

4.7.3.1.6. 

inkän may be used to introduce alternatives in SaA: ibyadfa' 'ad zayy ma 
tgül 'arabön, inkän miyyih, walla 'asara "so he pays like a down payment, be it 
one hundred, or ten" and Uli rabbna mgassmu, inkän 'adas, walla laban 
"whatever our Lord allots, be it lentils or milk". No instances were recorded in 
'AgA. 

4.7.3.2. 

An example of the absence of a conditional particle was not recorded in 
Sa A, but an example in which the conditional particle supplied in the first 

7 2 9 xart xüsah possibly refers to anything that has to be cot away to get to the kernel, or the 
true core (?). In any case, the context indicates the meaning to be something like "he is 
worthless", but I am not familiar with the expression. 
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sentence is not repeated in the second conditional sentence is730: w Allah izkän hü 

lêh niyyih, iygûl: 'y a marhab!' ma lëhsi niyyih, y a'ni 'irfinnï mis mansab lêh, 

iygül. . . "By God, if he has the intention (to agree to the marriage proposal), he 
says: 'Welcome!'. If he has no (such) intention, that is, he has learned that I am 
not suitable for him (to be married to his daughter), he says..." (SaA). None 
were recorded in 'AgA. 

4.8.1. 
The presentative particle ir'iy was recorded once only in SaA. Answering 

to the question "where is so-and-so's house?", the answer may be ir'ih "there it 
is", or ir'iy Ibët hâdâk "there, it is that house". 

4.8.2. 
hay was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

4.8.3. 
The particle w lin or w Ian (presumably < *w la 'inna, cf. remarks in I, 

4.8.3.) occurred several times in SaA and 'AgA, e.g.: iw gâm yashab isSmë'niy -
Allah yarhamu w yarham sâsu - iw lannu sâhib masrab.. . faddah, ismu masrab w 
iysidd imn ilihnâbih731, iw lannu mis hägih. iw gasalu w hattit mâtrahu. iw 
waddha tjâniy w linnu sâhib zayyu. "And then the Smê'niy - God rest his soul 
and the souls of his forefathers - took a draught (of milk), and (unexpectedly) 
he takes out a cup... silver. It is called a masrab (i.e. a silver cup), and he takes a 
draw from the milk bowl, and (unexpectedly) there was nothing (of the milk 
spilt). And he washed it and put it back in its place. And he passes it to the other 
man, and (unexpectedly) he takes a draw like he (i.e. the first man) 
did"(SaA)732, and iw linnu mâsik hâda assïniyyih "and there he was holding the 
chinaware" ('AgA). 

7 3 0 Like the CaA example in kän halâl kalnä harâm kalnâ "if it is (ritually, according to 
islamic practice) permissable (to be eaten) we eat it, (and also) if it is forbidden we eat it", 
cf. WOIDICH (1969), p. 117 (§ 58b). 

731 A hnâbah is a flat bowl made of tamarisk wood or earthenware, which may also be used to 
serve food or coffee. For its specific meaning of "milk bowl" in North Middle Egyptian, cf. 
BEHNSTEDTAVOIDICH (1994), p. 492. 

732 The reference is to a test to establish true bedouin lineage; if someone can drink milk (of a 
she-camel) from a hnâbah without spilling any on his beard, he cannot be a peasant, and 
passes the test. Cf. also ATTAYYIB (1993), p. 604, fn 1, who reports the same test. The 
outcome of the test is then used to decide whether guests are to be received in the men's 
circle and be treated with all the respect due to the true 'arab, or not. 
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w inn was recorded once in this sense in 'AgA: alinsân iflân hasal kaza w 
hasal kaza w hasal kaza, iw innih hasal kaza "this person so-and-so, this 
happened, and that happened, and this happened, and then (suddenly) this 
happened". 

4.8.4. 

The particle wlâ+ was not recorded in SaA and 'AgA. 

4.9. 

One of several examples of gêr in its meaning "must" or "most certainly" 
recorded in SaA: 'bidd-arüh lêhin, asüfliin. ' gäl lay: 'assubih. ' guit léh: 'la, gêr 
halhin. . . ' '" I want to go to them (f.), to see them.' He said to me: 'In the 
morning.' I said to him: 'No, it must be now.'". 

In 'AgA: wallâhiy gêr amsiy, insallah sanatën, w asûfu biysawwiy. . . 
gahawah zayyl, walla la' "by God, I must go, if need be two years, and see if he 
makes coffee like I do, or not". 

4.10. 

One example of the intensifying particle la was recorded in SaA: hatman 
la-yalhas "he will definitely (have to) lick"733. An example in 'AgA: wallâh la-
gta' räsak "By God, I shall certainly cut your head off'. 

4.11. 

Both suffixed bidd (like in group III) and (though much less often) widd 
(like in groups I and IV) were used to express "want" or "need" in SaA. In 'AgA 
only suffixed bidd was recorded. 

Examples in SaA: biddl It xalag 'agüz "I want an old woman (lit. rag) for 
myself", "ani. . . yaybâh, widdl 'arîih èh? la rRahäy ULâbinnih1M. bidd-arüh la 
zzamil "Father, I want to go where? To arRahäy ilLdbinnih. I want to go to the 
comrades (i.e. my friends)". An example in 'AgA: biddna Igurub minnak "we 
want to be related to you (by marriage)". 

7 3 3 The reference is to the fire ordeal, cf. fn 50 to the introduction, and fn 726 to II, 4.5. 
7 3 4 This is how I hear it. I have no explanation for stress being where it is. 
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An example expressing "need" in SaA: ibyagba ma'arüfilli biddu yiltamm 
"It will be known what needs to be gathered". No instances were recorded in 
'AgA. 

bidd or widd expressing an added sense of futurity in SaA: hätt fi muxxu 
innu biddu iysâbig 'alèh "having put in his head that he is going to race it (i.e. a 
thoroughbred)", and widdna nitrayyah hallêlih "we shall (want to) rest this 
evening". An example in 'AgA: issubuh biddi adbah xurûf "In the morning I 
shall slaughter a sheep". 

An example of bidd expressing purpose: law gih biddu yutbug 'alëhi(h) "if 
he comes in order to cover her (i.e. a he-camel coming to a she-camel)" (widd 
was not recorded in this sense, and no instances were recorded in 'AgA). 

bidd or widd was not recorded expressing necessity from the perspective 
of the speaker, neither did it express intended direction in SaA and 'AgA. 

4.12. 
The particle 'äd "so, thus, then" is current in both SaA and 'AgA, e.g.: iw 

widdna es 'äd? in'ammr135 ilbirrâd w insawwi sây la ddyûf "so what are we going 
to do? We fill the kettle with tea and sugar and make tea for the guests", and 
hâda 'äd lamma biddu yïgiy ybï' "so this is when he is going to (or wants to go 
and) sell" (SaA), and 'äd huwwa biygul.. . "so he says..." ('AgA). 

4.14.1. 
Instances of the narrative imperative were not recorded in SaA or 'AgA. 

4.14.2. 
Unconjugated kân as a temporal marker occurs regularly in SaA and 

'AgA. Examples in SaA: kân ani barüh astiriy gmâlmin süg UHimmâm "I used to 
go and buy camels from the market in alHimmâm", kân lamma btâ'arf innu 
biddhum yäxdüha, biddhum iyhuttuhafi I'arabiyyah bissawwit "when she would 
learn that they were going to put her in a car she would cry", and w ana sgayyir 
kân birrûh Falastïn "when I was young we used to go to Palestine". 

735 'ammar, y'ammir with reference to food or beverages has the meaning of "prepare with 
the necessary ingredients". 
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Examples in 'AgA: bêt Dâhr ibin 'Id kân gàyïn llh. . . talät idyûf, min 
gibïlih tânyih "three guests came to the tent of Dâhr ibin 'Id, from another 
tribe", and kân ma bi'rafüs issày "they did not know tea". 

kân may be placed at the end of a sentence as well, e.g.: mihhum isyüf 
masâyïg kân. "They used to have ornamented swords with them." (SaA). 

4.14.3. 
Three of the instances of ethical datives recorded in SaA are: ani ruhtluk 

Iskandariyya "I went to Alexandria (for you)", iw bitkutüak il'ês kida, iw yatla' 
mistiwiy "and she throws the bread like this (for you), and it comes out (of the 
oven) done", byihartßha luk 'âd b ilbàbûr "they plough it (f. sg.) (for you) with 
the tractor". No such instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

4.15. 
Examples of pluralis paucitatis in SaA: ibnazra' zêtün bin'udd 'asar 

xatâwiy, w inhutp zëtünih. kuil 'asar xatwât inhutt zêtünih "we cultivate olive 
trees, we count ten steps, and we plant an olive tree. Every ten steps we plant an 
olive tree" (the form xatwât is the pi. paucitatis), xamis lihyât "five beards", but 
tthiy "(unspecified number of) beards". No instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

4.16. 
An example in SaA of animals referred to in the f. pi.: igmàl iw mis igmâl, 

nahabühin nâs tânyih "camels and not camels (i.e. other animals), which other 
people had plundered". No such instances were recorded in 'AgA. 

Examples of a limited number of things referred to in the f. pi.: w inhutt 
isbâx iw nâ'azig kidih, 'asân i'rügha yduggin "and we put manure and loosen the 
soil like this, so that its roots can grow out" (SaA), and ilwussat illiy hiyya 
bitgillin. . . ilbët min annuss "the middle poles which support... the tent in the 
middle" ('AgA). 

An example of a limited number of men referred to in the f. pi.: bidd-
arûh la zzamil Uli 'êh? tab'an axüy wiyyây. . . wiyyâhin Allah yârhamu,fi wën? 
'ala Bir Wâsit. gult: 'bidd-arûh lêhin asûjhiri. "I want to go to the comrades 
who are what? My brother was of course with me... with them, God rest his (i.e. 
my brother's) soul, where? In the direction of Bïr Wâsit. I said: ' I want to go to 
them to see them.'" (SaA). 

An example of a limited number of people (men, women and children) 
referred to in the f. pi.: tad'an il'asirah kullhin "the whole clan sets out on the 
trek" ('AgA). 
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5. A sketchy remark on pitch. 

The type of pitch/stress, as impressionistically described for group I, was 
not observed in SaA and 'AgA. 


